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1 Introduction

In recent years, the number of cores available on a processor has increased rapidly, while the performance of an individual core has increased much more slowly. As a result, achieving a large performance improvement for applications now requires programmers to leverage the increased core count. This is often a very challenging problem, and many parallel applications end up suffering from performance bugs caused by scalability limiters. These prevent performance from improving as much as it should with more cores. Since we expect core counts to continue increasing for the foreseeable future, addressing scalability limiters is important for developing software that will obtain better performance on future hardware.

This project, jointly funded by SRC and NSF, investigated software and hardware mechanisms that automate significant parts of this performance/scalability debugging effort in order to give programmers accurate and actionable feedback about the scaling limiters present in their code. Scalability limiters are mostly caused by resource-related bottlenecks and by insufficient exposed parallelism in the application. The main resource-related bottlenecks are related to excessive cache misses, while insufficient parallelism is mostly manifested as threads waiting to complete a synchronization operation such as a lock (lock contention) or a barrier (load imbalance).

This report is organized as follows:

First, in Section 2, we present our comprehensive cache miss classification and reporting tool, which consists of three classification mechanisms - one that separates coherence and non-coherence misses, one that separates coherence misses into those caused by false and those caused by true sharing, and one that separates non-coherence misses into conflict and non-conflict (mostly capacity misses).

Second, in Sections 3 and 4, we present the two tools for analysis and reporting of synchronization-related limiters, i.e. limiters caused by waiting on synchronization operations. Among synchronization operations, barriers create scalability problems when there is load imbalance, i.e. when some threads finish their work faster than others and then must wait for those others at the barrier. Load imbalance analysis and reporting in an actionable way is accomplished by our tool called LIME (Section 3), which points to specific code points (lines of code) where load imbalance is introduced, and reports what type of load imbalance is introduced at each code point. Lock contention is one of the more common scaling limiter because locks are nearly ubiquitous in all multi-threaded software where they can create excessive lock contention, where threads must wait at the entry point into a critical section while other threads make their way through that critical section one at a time. Our approach to lock contention analysis and reporting is presented in Section 4.

Section 5 presents our efforts to use the research results of this project in class projects, to facilitate student's understanding of scaling problems and many-core performance in general.

Finally, Section 6 presents our approach to integrated analysis and reporting of scaling limiters that combines these three tools, along with our overall conclusions and potential directions future work.

2 Cache Miss Classification and Reporting

Modern processors have several levels of caches to facilitate speedy access to data that are accessed multiple times within short time intervals (temporal locality) as well as data that are accessed within relatively close regions (spatial locality). Memory accesses that do not have data in caches (also known as cache misses) lead to poor application performance and it is necessary to understand their behaviors to minimize their effects.

The infrastructure most commonly used by application writers to diagnose performance issues, for both serial and parallel applications, are performance counters. These are hardware counters that enable collecting statistics from a production environment using real inputs. Today's processors support counting a large number of events with performance counters, making them a powerful and general tool [26]. Hardware support for more sophisticated performance counters [45], attribution of events to instructions [13], and on-the-fly processing of profiling data [38, 39, 54] are active research topics. However, performance counters and other profiling infrastructure currently only monitor hardware events that are relatively simple to detect and classify (e.g., branch mispredictions, retired instructions, cache misses, etc.). While this basic information is sufficient to diagnose some performance limiters such as the saturation of external memory bandwidth, it is not sufficient to diagnose limiters resulting from more complex behavior (e.g., it does not point to a particular type of cache miss in a specific region of code as a performance limiter).

This section describes CacheDoc, a comprehensive Cache Miss Classifier and explore several designs that classify cache misses into specific categories. We first provide some background on the cache miss classification problem (Section 2.1). Section 2.2 then provides a new, programmer-friendly, definition of false sharing, along with real-world examples that help understand the concept of false sharing and
the need for a new definition. Section 2.3 starts with ideal/off-line coherence miss classification and explores several practical designs that offer a spectrum of cost-accuracy tradeoffs. Section 2.4 provides a similar ideal-to-practical analysis for classification of replacement misses. Section 2.5 comprises results that combine practical classification of coherence and replacement misses into a comprehensive cache miss classification scheme called CacheDoc. Finally, Section 2.6 discusses related work, and Section 2.7 summarizes our findings.

2.1 Background

With the growing popularity of modern day multi-core architectures, tapping their potential requires efficient use of the multiple cores on the chip. Applications must be written so that their performances scale linearly, or as close to linearly as possible, with the number of available cores. This is often extremely challenging, even when the underlying application is amenable to parallelization. Parallel applications have a number of possible performance problems that either do not exist in serial applications or that can be aggravated by the sharing of resources.

Processor vendors understand that making processors with increased raw performance is not sufficient: customers must see a real performance difference. This requires that software vendors write their applications to take advantage of the increased raw performance. This is not a trivial task, and therefore, most processor vendors currently support a number of performance counters to aid this task [26]. Performance counters aid programmers in finding and eliminating performance bottlenecks in their code (i.e., performance debugging). Since it is much harder to realize the performance potential of multi-core and many-core processors, processor vendors should be willing to invest some additional resources to aid in performance debugging issues introduced with multi-core and many-core processors. Ideally, these resources would include performance counters for additional multi-core and many-core events, and hardware to detect those events.

A natural question to ask is whether hardware support brings significant value to performance debugging given the wide variety of software-only performance debugging tools available. For at least three aspects, the answer is “absolutely.” Tools that interface with the performance counters are extremely popular because they 1) can collect information on an enormous variety of performance bottlenecks and present it in a usable way (i.e., pinpoint problems in the source code), 2) are very fast, and 3) are very accurate.

In contrast, software-only tools 1) typically only measure a small set of events since they must trade off execution time overhead and the amount of information collected, 2) are generally slow even when only measuring a small number of events (e.g., SM-prof [7] reports up to 3000× slowdown depending on the amount of shared data references), and 3) are not reliably accurate because in many cases they cannot model hardware perfectly and/or perturb the program execution by interleaving software instrumentation into that execution. Having a tool that is fast, accurate, and can measure a number of events of interest is extremely valuable.

Memory accesses that miss in caches frequently consume additional latency and degrade program performance. While cache misses certainly affect the performance in single core machines, their effects are even more pronounced in multi-core processors. A variety of memory system behaviors that result in poor application scaling manifest themselves as additional cache misses. Therefore, determining the source of the additional misses can be of great help to a programmer. The “source” of a cache miss includes both the underlying reason why the hardware did not have the line in the cache as well as the place in the code that triggered the miss.

Hardware may incur additional cache misses for parallelized applications for a number of reasons. The most common ones for shared memory systems are: 1) Reduced temporal and spatial locality from input data partitioning, 2) inter-thread communication, via both true sharing (i.e., intentional communication) and false sharing (i.e., unintentional communication), and 3) destructive sharing (i.e., additional conflict misses from cache sharing).

False sharing and destructive sharing, in particular, are issues that often surprise programmers; without sufficient knowledge of the underlying hardware, the presence of these misses is mysterious and even frustrating. They can also have a devastating impact on parallel scalability (Section 2.2). For example, programmers often use an array of counters or accumulators (one per-thread) when parallelizing reductions. Without appropriate padding, if these structures are frequently accessed, the application will incur a huge increase in cache misses due to false sharing. Another frequent programmer behavior is partitioning a data structure into power-of-two-sized chunks. If the chunks are aligned in a shared cache (i.e., map to the same sets), and the cache’s associativity is not sufficient, the application will incur a huge increase in cache misses due to destructive sharing [21]. This also frequently occurs if threads’ stacks are power-of-two aligned.

One way to help distinguish between the above three causes of cache misses is to classify misses using the common categories: 1) compulsory, 2) capacity, 3) conflict, and 4) coherence [22]. A cold miss occurs when the requested block has never been in the cache before. Capacity and conflict misses are collectively called replacement misses. These misses occur when a block is re-accessed after it has already been fetched into the cache and then evicted to accommodate another block. Capacity misses are replacement misses due to limited cache size. Conflict misses are caused by limited cache associativity; these would be hits in a fully associative cache of the same size. Finally, coherence misses are caused by sharing of data between cores. These misses occur when a block is invalidated or downgraded in a core’s cache, and then re-accessed by that core. Unlike the other three classes of misses (compulsory, capacity, and conflict), a coherence miss finds the block in the cache, but the block is in a non-usable state: a read finds the block in an invalid state, or a write finds the block in invalid or shared states.

Classifying cache misses into these categories can help identify the root cause of the misses. For example, a large jump in conflict misses in a shared cache between a single-threaded run and a multi-threaded run likely indicates destructive sharing. It is also helpful to additionally classify coherence misses as being caused by true or false sharing since these have fundamentally different sources, and are addressed by the programmer in different ways. Cache miss classification helps programmers to use techniques, such as array grouping to reduce communication delays [46] or cache conscious data placement [9, 10], to minimize the effect of such misses. Although our aim is to primarily help programmers, we derive other potential benefits from identifying various types of cache misses. For example, victim caches can choose to store blocks that frequently suffer conflict misses [11]. Prefetchers can improve performance by bringing in blocks that suffer a large number of capacity misses.
We note that performance of applications can be improved only if programmers, compilers, and/or dynamic optimizers carefully apply appropriate fixes to reduce the number of cache misses in the program. Different types of cache misses require different types of fixes, and knowing the dominant type of cache misses is helpful when deciding on an approach to fixing them. For example, conflict misses and false sharing misses are frequently addressed through padding the memory, while true sharing misses might require fundamental redesign of the algorithm. Although there is no doubt that the effort required differs depending on the type of miss, not all misses of a particular type are amenable to the same fixes. For example, fixing false sharing misses by padding a data array may introduce additional cache misses due to conflict with other cache blocks. Hence, depending on the type of miss and its surrounding access patterns, potential performance improvement is likely to vary across different cases. Nevertheless, identifying the sources and causes (type) of these cache misses helps programmers to understand program behavior and to decide which techniques to use for improving program performance.

There have been several proposals for cache miss classification off-line or in architectural simulators [22, 37, 50]. A pure software-based scheme to dynamically classify cache misses can degrade the application performance by several orders of magnitude [7]. This is unacceptable not only because it is slow but also because it can significantly alter the execution path of a parallel program, minimizing the utility of the generated cache miss classification. Collins et al. [11] have proposed a hardware scheme that identifies conflict misses in a cost-effective manner. However, their definition of a conflict miss differs from the classical definition and is primarily directed towards helping prefetchers and victim caches. To our knowledge, our scheme (which we named CacheDoc) is the first to provide a comprehensive cache miss classification mechanism that can be performed on-the-fly to drive performance counters and hardware-assisted profiling.

2.2 False Sharing and its Implications on Scalability

In Section 2.1, we described the need to classify cache misses into compulsory, replacement and coherence misses. Coherence misses, in particular, are becoming increasingly relevant for multi-core processors and needs to be better understood by programmers who are much more familiar with compulsory and replacement misses that occur in single core processors. In this section, we provide a programmer-centric definition of false sharing and true sharing misses and then discuss several real-world examples where false sharing misses occur and how removing these misses improves scalability.

2.2.1. Definition. In cache coherent CMPs, data sharing between threads primarily manifests itself as coherence misses which can further be classified as true sharing and false sharing misses.

True sharing misses are a consequence of actual data sharing among cores and are intuitive to most programmers, e.g., a consumer (reader) of the data must suffer a cache miss to obtain the updated version of the data from the producer (writer). The scalability issues stemming from true sharing misses can typically be addressed only by changing the algorithm, distribution of the work among cores, or synchronization and timing.

In contrast, false sharing misses are an artifact of data placement and a cache block holding multiple data items. Scalability issues arising from false sharing are often relatively easy to alleviate by changing alignment or adding padding between affected data items. A false sharing miss occurs if a block contains two data items (X and Y), core A accesses item X, core B uses item Y and invalidates the block from A’s cache, and then core A accesses item X again. The resulting cache miss is a false sharing miss because that access would be a cache hit if X and Y were in separate cache blocks. Note that, if after the coherence miss on an item X, core A accesses item Y before the block is evicted or invalidated again, the miss is in fact a true sharing miss. As shown in Figure 1, in this situation, the cache miss is not avoided by placing X and Y in separate blocks, and hence, the miss on X is not a false sharing miss. This definition of false sharing is based on Dubois et al. [15], and it differs from earlier definitions [17, 50] in that it attempts to classify coherence misses according to whether they are “essential” (true sharing) or “non-essential” (false sharing). We adopt this definition as a baseline because it more accurately captures whether or not the miss can be eliminated (not just traded for another miss) by separating data items into different blocks which, in the end, is what really matters for the programmer’s performance debugging efforts.

2.2.2. Real-World examples. We provide examples, taken from code written by experienced programmers, to illustrate some common situations where false sharing occurs and its sometimes devastating impact on parallel scalability.

Our first example involves an array of private counters or accumulators (one per-thread), which is often used when parallelizing reductions as shown in Figure 2. There is no true sharing in this code because each thread is reading and writing a unique array element. False sharing occurs when two threads’ counters lie in the same cache block. This kind of code is common in web search, fluid simulation, and human body tracking applications [14]. A common fix is to add padding around each counter. We provide a real-world example from a loop in the One_Newton_Step_Toward_Steady_State.CG_Helper_H1() function from the facesim benchmark in the PARSEC-1.0 suite. The benchmark authors spent multiple days identifying false sharing from this loop as the primary source of performance problems [14]. We ran the facesim benchmark with the native input on an 8-core Intel Xeon machine and observed that without padding, false sharing limits the benchmark’s parallel scaling to 4× (Section 2.3.2). After adding padding, the benchmark achieves linear scaling (8×). A profiling tool that automatically identifies and reports false sharing misses would have greatly helped the programmer.

Our second example involves an indirectly accessed data array, as shown in Figure 3 and often occurs in histogram computation, used in image processing applications and in some implementations of radix sort [14]. The pattern of indirections is input-dependent, so the programmer and compiler cannot predict how many accesses will occur to each element, and which threads will perform them. This example involves both true and false sharing. True sharing occurs when two threads update the same element. False sharing occurs when two threads access two different elements in the same cache block, which occurs much more frequently. For example, with 64-byte blocks and 4-byte elements, a block contains 16 elements; with a completely random access pattern, false sharing would occur 15 times more likely than true sharing. A common fix is to either add padding around each element or use privatization (use a separate array for each thread and then
merge partial results at the end). Without privatization, a histogram benchmark from a real-world image processing application achieves only a $2 \times$ parallel speedup when run on a 16-core Intel Xeon [26] machine. With privatization, the benchmark achieves near-linear scalability.

Our final example of false sharing involves finely partitioned arrays, such as one might find in red-black Gauss-Seidel computations as shown in Figure 4. In many applications, a data array is partitioned such that each partition will only be written to by a single thread. However, when updating elements around the boundary of a partition, a thread sometimes needs to read data across the boundary (i.e., from another partition). In our example, synchronization on each element is avoided by treating the data as a checkerboard, with alternating red and black elements. Even-numbered passes update red cells, and odd-numbered passes update black cells. An update involves reading the Manhattan-adjacent neighbors, which are guaranteed to be a different color than the cell being updated. Thus, even if those neighbors belong to another partition, they will not be updated during the current pass.
Both true and false sharing occurs in this example. The first time a thread accesses a cache block across a partition boundary, it is reading data written by another thread during the previous pass. Thus, it incurs a true sharing miss. However, if that other thread is actively updating elements in the same cache block, this will trigger additional misses that are all due to false sharing. This situation is most likely when partitions are small; for example, if a parallel task is to update one row, and the tasks are distributed to threads round-robin. This kind of computation is common in scientific codes (i.e., applications that involve solving systems of differential equations) [14]. We ran an early real-world implementation of red-black Gauss-Seidel with the above task distribution on an 8-core Intel Xeon processor. Parallel scaling is limited to 3x. Padding around each cell can eliminate false sharing, but with significant loss in spacial locality. A better solution is to group multiple rows together to be processed by the same thread, or to use a two separate arrays, one for red and one for black cells. In our case, using separate arrays and grouping rows improved the scaling to almost 6x.

2.3 Classification of Coherence Misses

In addition to compulsory, capacity, and conflict misses that occur in both single-core and multi-core processors, multi-cores also suffer from coherence misses, which occur as a result of coherence actions between private caches of different cores. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of cache misses into coherence and non-coherence misses as we increase the number of cores from 8 to 64 for benchmarks with the most data sharing. With more cores, coherence misses represent an increasing percentage of all cache misses. As a result, performance issues related to true and false sharing become worse when more cores are used, and often become a scaling limiter. It is important to provide developers with tools and mechanisms that detect the presence of these misses, distinguish between the two types, and identify their sources.

In this section, we first describe the relatively simple mechanism for distinguishing coherence misses from non-coherence misses, then discuss an Ideal False Sharing Detector (I-FSD) mechanism that further classifies coherence misses into those caused by false sharing and those caused by true sharing. We then contrast I-FSD with the algorithm proposed by Dubois et al. [15] and show the key differences between the two schemes. We show why I-FSD is impractical to implement in real hardware and explore several practical hardware designs for coherence miss classification.

2.3.1. Identification of Coherence Misses. Coherence misses can be distinguished from other (cold, coherence, or conflict) misses by checking if the cache block is already present in the cache. For non-coherence misses, the block either never was in the cache (cold miss) or was replaced by another block (capacity or conflict miss). In contrast, a coherence miss occurs when the block was invalidated or downgraded to allow another core to cache and access that block. Coherence misses are easily detected with a minor modification to the existing cache

---

// The task of each thread is to update one row of the grid
...
for (i = (iteration %2); i < width; i += 2) {
    float val = grid[task_id][i] + grid[task_id][i-1] +
                grid[task_id][i+1] + grid[task_id-1][i] +
                grid[task_id+1][i];
    grid[task_id][i] = val / 5.0;
}
...
### Algorithm Access Tracking

**IF (Coherence Miss to B)**
- WAIT ON current sharers to update Global_Writer_ID and Global_Reader_vector
- **IF (Write access to A)**
  - Local_vector_write[A]=1;
  - Local_vector_read[A]=0;
- **IF (Read access to A)**
  - Local_vector_read[A]=1;
- **IF (Invalidation/Downgrade/Replacement request for B)**
  - FOR each word address K in B DO
    - Global_Writer_ID=c;
    - Global_Reader_vector={0};
    - IF (Local_vector_write[K]=1)
      - Global_Writer_ID=c;
    - IF (Local_vector_read[K]=1)
      - Global_Reader_vector[c]=1;
  - DONE

### Algorithm Overlap Detection

**IF (Coherence Miss to B)**
- Coherence_Miss_Flag=true;
- False_Sharing_Flag=true; // Reset on seeing first true sharing on the block
- Others_vector_write=Others_vector_read={0};
- FOR each word address K in B DO
  - IF (Global_Writer_ID!=c AND Global_Reader_vector[c]!=1)
    - Others_vector_write[K]=1;
  - IF (a bit other than c is set in Global_Reader_vector)
    - Others_vector_read[K]=1;
- DONE
- **IF (Write access to A)**
  - IF (Others_vector_write[A]==1 OR Others_vector_read[A]==1)
    - False_Sharing_Flag=false;
- **IF (Read access to A)**
  - IF (Others_vector_write[A]==1)
    - False_Sharing_Flag=false;
- **IF (Invalidation/Downgrade/Replacement request for B)**
  - IF (Coherence_Miss_Flag=true)
    - // Output Miss_PC and False_Sharing_flag to Profiler

### Figure 6. I-FSD Algorithm

lookup procedure. A cache miss is detected as a coherence miss if a block does have a matching tag but does not have a valid state. Conversely, if no block with a matching tag is found, we have a non-coherence miss.

#### 2.3.2. Ideal False Sharing Detector (I-FSD).

We use the programmer-centric definition of false sharing described in Section 2.2. Basically, a coherence miss is a false sharing miss if none of the memory accesses (starting with the memory access causing the miss up until the block is invalidated or downgraded or replaced) happen on data that were accessed by other cores. Coherence misses are classified into false sharing misses and true sharing misses by our I-FSD algorithm [51] shown in Figure 6.

Coherence miss classification involves two distinct phases namely:

- **Access Tracking (AcT):** From the time, a cache block is invalidated or downgraded in a core’s cache, until the time when coherence miss happens, we need information about which words were read from or written to by other cores.
- **Overlap Detection (OD):** From the time of coherence miss until when the block is invalidated/downgraded/replaced, we need to determine whether an access to any word in the block overlaps with an access by another core. True sharing access happens when
Table 1. Program Counters and the corresponding number of false sharing misses reported in Facesim Benchmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Counter</th>
<th>False Sharing Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4cc084</td>
<td>9921186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4cc074</td>
<td>7803903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53eb34</td>
<td>251457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53f2ac</td>
<td>214323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53f5d8</td>
<td>201885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18854631</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a memory word is either i) written and read by two different cores or ii) written by two different cores. If we do not detect any true sharing access, then the coherence miss is a false sharing miss. Note that read by two different cores do not cause invalidation or downgrade, hence coherence misses don’t occur in these cases.

The two phases, namely AcT and OD, are *temporally disjoint* phases for coherence miss classification. AcT phase occurs between the time a cache block is invalidated or downgraded from a cache and when the coherence miss happens (that is, when the cache block is accessed again by the core). OD phase occurs between the time of coherence miss and when the cache block is invalidated or downgraded or replaced. In order to track these phases accurately, I-FSD maintains the following data structures namely:

- **AcT state** which has the following information: i) per-word\(^2\) Global State that tracks last writer core and subsequent readers until the next write. ii) Two bit vectors for every private cache block that track read and write accesses by the local core during OD to update the Global State at the time of cache block invalidation/downgrade/replacement. This is needed for other cores to perform their AcT correctly.

- **OD state** which has the following information: i) Two bit vectors for every private cache block which records reads and writes performed by other cores to the cache block prior to the time of coherence miss. ii) Program Counter at the time of coherence miss for attribution to the program code that caused the miss. iii) Two flags, one to track whether the cache block suffered coherence miss and the other to track whether all the accesses to the cache block are false sharing accesses.

PROC ACCESS_TRACKING implements the AcT phase. Information regarding every read and write access by a core is accumulated in Local_Vectors and at the time of cache block eviction, the information is transmitted to update the Global State.

PROC OVERLAP_DETECTION implements the OD phase. At the time of coherence miss, the information from Global State is captured into Others_vectors. On every read and write, this information is used to determine if the current memory access results in true sharing. A read access is a true sharing access if the word’s last write was not done by this core and if this core has not already read the word since it was last written. A write access is a true sharing access if the word’s last write was not done by this core or if it was read by another core since it was last written. A coherence miss is classified as a true sharing miss if any access, starting with the one that causes the miss and ending with the subsequent replacement or invalidation of the block, is a true-sharing access. Conversely, the miss is categorized as a false sharing miss if no true sharing access occurs in this interval.

We present an example case study for Facesim benchmark from Parsec-1.0 suite [5] to show how our I-FSD algorithm correctly captures false sharing misses. Since the existing version has already been tested and fine-tuned for performance before release, we introduce false sharing explicitly. This is done to backtrack the original efforts by programmers to identify false sharing except that they did not have access to our tool during development. We present our results to examine the effectiveness of our tool in identifying the regions of code where false sharing misses occur.

We present an example case study for Facesim benchmark from Parsec-1.0 suite [5] to show how our I-FSD algorithm correctly captures false sharing misses. Since the existing version has already been tested and fine-tuned for performance before release, we introduce false sharing explicitly. This is done to backtrack the original efforts by programmers to identify false sharing except that they did not have access to our tool during development. We present our results to examine the effectiveness of our tool in identifying the regions of code where false sharing misses occur.

We present an example case study for Facesim benchmark from Parsec-1.0 suite [5] to show how our I-FSD algorithm correctly captures false sharing misses. Since the existing version has already been tested and fine-tuned for performance before release, we introduce false sharing explicitly. This is done to backtrack the original efforts by programmers to identify false sharing except that they did not have access to our tool during development. We present our results to examine the effectiveness of our tool in identifying the regions of code where false sharing misses occur.

We present an example case study for Facesim benchmark from Parsec-1.0 suite [5] to show how our I-FSD algorithm correctly captures false sharing misses. Since the existing version has already been tested and fine-tuned for performance before release, we introduce false sharing explicitly. This is done to backtrack the original efforts by programmers to identify false sharing except that they did not have access to our tool during development. We present our results to examine the effectiveness of our tool in identifying the regions of code where false sharing misses occur.

Inside the *One_Newton_Step_Toward_Steady_State.CG_Helper.Int* function, we identify a tight loop where there are two accumulator variables rho new and supernorm whose values are computed and updated in every iteration using the input elements. Since, each thread privately owns the accumulators and are stored in a shared array, all coherence misses that result from accessing them are false sharing misses. This limits scalability to 4x on a 8-core machine.

When we run Facesim through our I-FSD tool, we obtain the results shown in Table 1. Clearly, the static instructions at addresses 4cc084 and 4cc074 are responsible for 94% of false sharing coherence misses in the program and approximately 24.5% of all cache misses. Using the addr2line utility from GCC toolchain [18], we identify the part of the program where these addresses are located and find that they point to lines where the accumulators rho new and supernorm are being updated (Figure 7). We change the loop to accumulate the results locally into *local_new_rho* and *local_supernorm* and update shared variables new rho and supernorm after the loop is complete. This avoids the false sharing coherence misses on these accumulators and results in near-linear (near-8x) speedup on an 8-core machine.

\(^2\)Granularity is a matter of cost-performance trade-off. We did not observe significant coherence activity on sub-word accesses. Hence we chose word-granularity for our work. We note that byte-granularity can be achieved with the same algorithm with relatively straightforward modifications.
void One_Newton_Step_Toward_Steady_State_CG_Helper_I (...) {
...
for (int i = 1; i < dX.m; i++)
{
    dX(i) += alpha * S(i);
    R(i) += alpha * negative_Q(i);
    double s2 = R(i).Magnitude_Squared();
    rho_new += s2;
    supnorm = max(supnorm, s2);
}
// False Sharing Fix
// Locally accumulate the counters and update later
// for (int i = 1; i < dX.m; i++)
// {
//    dX(i) += alpha * S(i);
//    R(i) += alpha * negative_Q(i);
//    double s2 = R(i).Magnitude_Squared();
//    local_rho_new += s2;
//    local_supnorm = max(local_supnorm, s2);
// }
// rho_new = local_rho_new;
// supnorm = local_supnorm;
...
}

Figure 7. False Sharing Misses in Facesim benchmark.
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Figure 8. Accurate classification requires us to keep access information even for blocks that are no longer in any cache.

2.3.3. Comparison with Dubois’ scheme. To our knowledge, Dubois et al. [15] was the first proposal to classify coherence misses as essential (true sharing) and non-essential (false sharing). They propose separate algorithms for different types of cache coherence protocols. We use the invalidate-based protocol (MESI) implementation described in [15] for our comparison. This implementation maintains a stale bit for every cache word. When a write happens on a word, the caches that currently have the word clear the stale bit to indicate that a new value is produced. A subsequent read of this word denotes consumption of “fresh value” produced by a write and is treated as true sharing. Also, the stale bit is set to denote that any further read (without an intervening write) will only consume a stale value.

There are two key differences between I-FSD and Dubois scheme. First, writers (producers) never classify coherence misses and all write misses are assumed to be non-essential misses. Hence, a portion of true sharing misses that can classified on the producer’s side are classified as non-essential misses in Dubois’ scheme. Whereas, I-FSD classifies coherence misses both on the producer and consumer sides. In a single producer-multiple consumer pattern (See Gauss-Siedel example in Section 2.2.2) and multiple producer-multiple consumer pattern (See histogram example in Section 2.2.2), coherence misses are highly likely to happen in multiple cores (producer and the respective consumers). Dubois’ scheme could underestimate the effect of false sharing in such situations and the programmer might consequently ignore or oversee the lines of code involved in such patterns because of lack of understanding of its impact.

Second, on every cache block replacement, the stale bits are cleared. This is because, the staleness of values tracked by the consumers are no longer relevant by virtue of being replaced by another cache block. This results in loss of history about the “staleness of values” (information that a consumer had already read the value from the cache word). When the cache word is subsequently read by the core, the stale bit is zero and hence, it is treated as true sharing by Dubois’ scheme. Figure 8 shows an example where the cache block having items X, Y and Z has been replaced by both cores A and B and when core A suffers a coherence miss, Dubois’ scheme classifies “Read Z” as true
2.3.4 Suitability of I-FSD for On-Line Miss Classification.

I-FSD correctly detects false sharing because it maintains the access history information in global state (similar to a central repository). On the other hand, such misclassifications are frequent in a few benchmarks such as fft (29%), volrend (14%), and bodytrack (14%).

The most significant of these problems are:

1. The I-FSD has a high implementation cost which does not scale well. The per-word Global State for the I-FSD structure shown in Figure 6 is \( P + \log_2{P} \) where \( P \) is the number of cores. With 4 cores and 32-bit words this state represents a 19% storage overhead, and with 32 cores the storage overhead is already 116%.

2. The state needed for the I-FSD can be very large (requires keeping state for all words ever touched). It may be tempting to not keep track state for a word that is no longer present in any core’s cache. However, information about currently evicted blocks might be relevant for classifying future coherence misses to these blocks (See example in Figure 8).

3. Changes are needed to the underlying cache coherence protocol and extra network traffic is required to update the I-FSD state and/or propagate it to the cores that need it to classify their coherence misses. In particular, Global State information for a memory word should be kept in a central repository (could also be stored in the last level shared cache or memory). As seen in Figure 6, the coherence protocol needs to be modified to trigger reads and writes of the global state information at appropriate times. To enforce that, the central repository needs to ensure updates sent by the cores replacing/invalidating/downgrading the cache block are reflected in the Global State before the core suffering the coherence miss reads the information from the central repository and updates its local state to perform OD.

4. A coherence miss may be classified as a true or false sharing miss many cycles after the instruction causing the miss has retired from the core’s pipeline. This delay in classification makes it more difficult and costly to attribute false and true sharing misses to particular instructions, especially if performance counters support precise exceptions for events, such as PEBS (Precise Event Based Sampling) mechanism available in recent Intel processors [2]. For accurate attribution, the PC of the instruction that caused a coherence miss must be kept until the miss is eventually classified. This increases the cost of the classification mechanism, and also makes it more difficult for profilers to extract other information about the miss (e.g., what was the data address or value) [2].

To provide a realistically implementable scheme for on-line classification of coherence misses, we need to overcome some (preferably all) of the above problems, while sacrificing as little classification accuracy as possible. When choosing which aspects of classification accuracy to sacrifice, we keep in mind the primary purpose of our classification mechanism: giving the programmer an idea of how much performance is affected by true and false sharing cache misses, and pinpointing the instructions (and from there, lines of code) that suffer most of these
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Figure 9. Comparison between I-FSD and Dubois’ scheme. Each bar has three portions: bottom portion shows the percentage of times there is agreement between two schemes, middle portion shows percentage times Dubois’ scheme misclassifies as false sharing (non-essential) on the producer side and the top portion shows the percentage times Dubois’ scheme misclassifies as true sharing because of loss of history regarding staleness of values.
misses. Armed with this, the programmer should be able to make an informed decision about how best to reduce the performance impact of these misses.

2.3.5. Practical False Sharing Detectors. We propose and explore a range of design choices that trade-off accuracy for lower hardware costs. Section 2.3.4 enumerated a number of issues that limit I-FSD from being implemented in real machines. The key to overcoming these problems is to reduce the amounts of both global and local state. To achieve this, we make use of the fact that there are two distinct phases in Coherence miss classification namely AcT and OD (Section 2.3.2). The data structures needed by these two phases are independent and hence the mechanisms needed for the two phases can be designed independently. We call these mechanisms as practical FSD.

As shown in Figure 6, the Global State along with local access vectors (that track reads and writes by the local core to eventually update the global state) are needed to implement the Access Tracking phase correctly. We call this AcT state. Rest of the local state (namely Read and Write vectors of others, flags and the program counter at coherence miss) are used to implement the Overlap Detection phase. We call this OD state. Figure 10 shows the design space of coherence miss classification mechanisms defined by how much state is kept for each of these two phases.

2.3.6. Design Choices for Access Tracking. The most expensive AcT scheme (top row) maintains the AcT state for the entire memory throughout the program execution. We call this Total AcT State. As described in Section 2.3.4, the amount of global state grows proportional to the number of cores and the memory overhead increases at a super-linear rate with the number of cores. Hence this solution is impractical in real hardware.

The next most aggressive AcT implementation (second from top) maintains AcT state only for cache blocks in the on-die caches. We call this Near-Total AcT state. This scheme can only lead to misclassification of coherence misses to blocks that are evicted from all of the on-die caches between an invalidation/downgrade and the subsequent coherence miss. Evictions of such lines are highly likely to be a small fraction of the evictions, and thus this event should be quite uncommon. The state can be kept with the lowest level shared cache, for systems that have one. For chips with only private caches, and a separate mechanism for maintaining coherence such as a directory, the AcT state can be kept along with the coherence state for the core.

The third most aggressive AcT implementation (third from top) maintains Global State only for a limited number of cache blocks in the on-die caches. We call this Partial AcT state. This scheme can lead to misclassification of coherence misses if the cache block currently suffering coherence miss is not tracked globally. In order to select the subset of cache blocks for tracking global state, as a first order approximation, we could choose only blocks that currently occupy the last level private caches that are kept coherent. Furthermore, not all blocks in coherent caches are involved in sharing. Hence, we have opportunities to further restrict the number of entries to be tracked. To implement Partial State, we maintain a global pool where entries are allocated on demand to track select cache blocks. An entry is created when a cache block in any of the coherent caches is either invalidated or downgraded as they are likely to suffer from coherence misses. Subsequent accesses by various cores to the block are tracked and updated as described in I-FSD algorithm. Since the global pool holds a limited number of entries, it needs a policy to replace existing entries to make room for incoming blocks. We pick a modified version of pseudo-LRU replacement policy called NkMRU (Not ‘k’ Most Recently Used) replacement policy. Basically, it chooses a random entry for replacement that is not among the
The relatively simple mechanism to detect coherence misses described in Section 2.3.1 can err in two ways. First, on and only on a coherence miss or eviction. It only happens between different levels of private caches for the same core, for the L2 cache and forwards the value of these flags back to L2 when the block is replaced from the L1 cache. Although in this scenario we have caches directly communicating access related information, it only happens between different levels of private caches for the same core.

In our experiments, we use the same configuration used in Section 2.4.2 and measure coherence misses in large L2 cache to track the tags of blocks that frequently suffer from coherence misses. To prevent this effect, we promote a cache block entry into the k most-recently-used set only when the cache block actually suffers a coherence miss in one of the caches.

The final and least aggressive AcT implementation (bottom row) does not maintain any AcT state and infers false and true sharing locally by comparing the state value of the cache block with the incoming values. This technique of detecting false sharing through data comparison was used by Coherence Decoupling [23] to save cache access latency due to false sharing misses. If the data value has changed, then true sharing is detected, otherwise, the coherence miss is attributed to false sharing. We call this Zero AcT state. This scheme could misclassify in two situations: i) Silent stores [33] do not change the data value and hence, it is impossible to detect true sharing in such situations. However, classifying silent stores itself is a murky area. Whether they contribute to true or false sharing depends on specific situations. For example, lock variables have an initial value of zero. A core grabs a lock by setting it to one. Later when the lock is freed, it deposits a value of zero back. An external core does not see change in lock value and effectively sees a value of zero before and after the core operated on the lock. Even though lock sharing is a form of true sharing, detecting false sharing through data comparison would miss this effect. At the same time, other silent writes that simply do not communicate any new value can be eliminated through algorithmic changes, ii) While readers would be able to detect change in data value due to an external write, writers do not detect true sharing as readers do not modify data. As long as coherence misses are classified on the consumer side correctly, the programmer would still get an accurate picture of false sharing effects in the program. Note that, there is no AcT state and therefore, to enable OD, external writes inferred through data comparison should be recorded. This scheme basically needs a bit vector where bits get set to indicate change in data values. Other structures used in L-FSD such as flags to indicate coherence miss and false sharing as well as program counter counter that caused the miss are still needed to correctly perform OD.

2.3.7. Design Choices for Overlap Detection. We explore various design choices for OD shown in Figure 10. The most aggressive OD implementation (right column) maintains local state for all blocks in the coherent private caches. We call this Total OD state. As a result, it yields highest accuracy by capturing all local state needed to accurately perform OD. However, it is expensive to maintain total local state bits for every cache block.

The next most aggressive OD implementation (second column) maintains local pool to track local state of a limited number of cache blocks that suffer coherence misses. We call this Partial OD state. This implementation does not contribute to any misclassification of coherence misses. However, a coherence miss may not be tracked when there are not enough entries in the local pool. The local pool entry is freed from the local pool after classifying the coherence miss. Since, at any given time, not all cache blocks are involved in sharing, a local pool (similar to global pool) works well for tracking local state in private caches. If the AcT involves maintaining partial state, then an entry is created in the local pool only if the global pool tracks the corresponding cache block.

The least aggressive OD implementation (left column) does not maintain local state corresponding to OD for any cache block. We call this Zero OD state. At the time of coherence miss, it simply observes whether the data address causing the miss suffers true or false sharing and classifies the miss at this point. This has the potential to overestimate false sharing misses in a program because early classification would ignore true sharing access on a block that might happen much after the point of coherence miss.

2.3.8. Non-primary Private Caches. Local state is relatively easy to update and check in a primary (L1) cache where all memory accesses are visible to the cache controller. In lower-level caches, only cache line addresses are visible. As a result, in systems where multiple levels of cache may be involved in coherence (e.g., with private L2 caches), information from a private non-primary (L2) cache should be passed to the primary cache (L1) when it suffers a cache miss. The L1 cache then keeps track of the flags that track coherence miss and false sharing locally.

In our experiments, we use the same configuration used in Section 2.4.2 and measure coherence misses in large L2 private caches to maximize the number of coherence misses and hence study our approximate schemes. To examine how the approximations
in practical schemes affect their accuracy, we measure the percentage of coherence misses that are not correctly classified by the particular scheme. We identify two aspects of inaccuracy namely– a) the practical scheme can disagree with the I-FSD scheme, that is, practical scheme reports false sharing while I-FSD detects true sharing and vice versa and b) the practical scheme may not be able to classify true or false sharing due to lack of information from the AcT state or OD state. This results from maintaining partial state for AcT and OD.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the accuracy results for a range of practical schemes that maintain total OD State and varying amounts of AcT state. Each benchmark is evaluated for six different schemes (from left to right) namely Near-Total AcT state (where AcT state is maintained for every cache block with a total of 256k entries), Partial AcT state with four different configurations where the global pool maintains has 16384(16k), 4096(4k), 1024 (1k), 64 entries respectively and finally Zero AcT state, where false and true sharing are inferred locally through data comparison.
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**Figure 11.** Accuracy versus cost trade-offs for practical schemes having total OD state and varying amounts of AcT state. For each benchmark, the six bars (from left to right labeled 1 through 6) represent Near-Total AcT state, Partial AcT state with 16k, 4k, 1k, 64 entries and Zero AcT state.

Near-Total AcT state achieves perfect accuracy in all of our benchmarks except ocean where a small percentage (<1%) of coherence miss classifications disagree with I-FSD. This inaccuracy results out of loss of AcT state that happens over very long time intervals. Partial AcT states with 16k and 4k entries capture enough accuracy with <10% of coherence misses being misclassified in almost all benchmarks except fmm and water-sp. Partial AcT states with 1k and 64 entries do not have not enough entries to accommodate all the blocks involved in sharing. From the attribution information, we find that a relatively few static instructions are involved in a large number of coherence misses. For instructions that infrequently suffer coherence misses, information about cache blocks they use are replaced from the global pool and hence introduce inaccuracy in these benchmarks. Our experiments show that a small percentage (<5%) inaccuracy results from loss of state on certain reads and writes performed by certain cores. Even when the Partial AcT state has information for the cache block, an intervening replacement in the global pool might result in loss of access history about reads and writes performed by cores on that block. On the other hand, there are situations where inaccuracy results from unavailability of Partial AcT state. For such situations, there are two possible solutions– 1) For static instructions of interest (those that suffer coherence misses frequently), state about cache blocks they use can be tracked by better sampling techniques 2) Use Zero AcT (data comparison) technique as a fall-back mechanism to detect false sharing. Finally, Zero AcT with Total OD state incurs inaccuracy in the range of 4.5%(radix) to 33.5%(barnes). We find that the writer cores being unable to detect reads by other cores is a significant source of misclassification. The other major causes are silent writes in dynamic scheduling.
Figure 12. Correlation coefficient between number of false sharing misses suffered by static instructions in Partial AcT, Zero AcT schemes against Near-total AcT. Samples of static instructions are chosen by Partial AcT schemes.

Figure 13. Percentage of inaccuracy for Zero AcT and different implementations of Near-T otal AcT. For each benchmark, there are four bars- Near-Total, Near-Total-2 (does not consider reader information on the writer side), Near-Total-3 (does not consider silent writes and ignores reader information on the writer side) and Zero AcT.

code used by many PARSEC benchmarks as well Radiosity in Splash-2 benchmark suites. From attribution experiments, we find that top ten offending static instructions still match in many benchmarks, although they have differences in reporting the numbers of false and true sharing misses to those offenders.

Figure 11(c) shows the area cost of our practical schemes with different AcT state as a percentage of total on-die cache area. The most aggressive Near-Total AcT scheme keeps the global AcT state for all words and maintains local OD state for the entire cache. As a result, it incurs up to 11.7% (4.36% for global state) area overhead compared to total area of the on-die caches used in our experiments. For all of the Partial AcT state schemes, the local state kept in each private cache dominates the cost. Thus reducing the amount of AcT state has little impact on area overhead. The least expensive Zero AcT scheme incurs 7.35% area overhead on on-die caches just to maintain the local OD state.

Overall, from the above experiments, we find that accuracy of partial AcT schemes is sensitive to the amount of AcT state, but area overhead is not very sensitive to the amount of AcT state, except for Zero AcT. As a result, a good design of a partial AcT scheme is one that maximizes accuracy by providing enough entries (e.g. 4k or more entries).

We perform additional experiments to provide insight into the various AcT schemes. The design points that perform Partial AcT classify coherence misses for cache blocks whose information is available in global state. Effectively, they sample a subset of coherence misses that are actually classified by Near-Total AcT. We study the correlation coefficient between the number of false sharing misses for the static instructions that are chosen as samples by the Partial AcT schemes. A correlation of +1 means that false sharing misses reported by Partial AcT are similar or proportional (equivalent modulo scaling) to the false sharing misses reported by Near-Total AcT for the chosen samples. A correlation of 0 means that they are uncorrelated (or independent of each other). Figure 12 shows the results of our experiments. We see that all benchmarks except barnes, fmm and ocean show high correlation (>.99) even for 64 entries. This shows that even though the Partial AcT schemes perform classification only on a subset of static instructions causing coherence misses, we still get a very good accuracy from Partial AcT states. Zero AcT exhibits poor correlation against Near-total AcT with correlation coefficient as low as 0.45 in barnes benchmark.

We conduct experiments to study the differences between Near-Total AcT and Zero AcT and hence, verify our implementation. As first step, we modify Near-Total AcT to ignore reader information on the writer side. This is similar to Zero AcT not being able to detect reads on the writer side to declare true sharing. We call this implementation as Near-Total-2. We then modify Near-Total-2 to ignore silent writes. This is also similar to Zero AcT not being able to detect writes that do not change values of memory locations. We call this implementation as Near-Total-3. Figure 13 shows the result of our experiments where we measure the percentage of inaccuracy for Near-Total AcT, modified...
implementations of Near-Total AcT and Zero AcT. In all benchmarks (except blackscholes), there is a noticeable increase in percentage of inaccuracy once we ignore reader information on the writer side for coherence miss classification (Near-Total-2). As we further ignore silent writes from consideration (Near-Total-3), the percentage of inaccuracy almost equals to Zero AcT in all benchmarks except barnes, fmm and blackscholes. On further investigation, we find that these benchmarks have a small percentage of idempotent writes (writes that change values and deposit the old values back between coherence misses). In these cases, Near-Total AcT would classify as true sharing while Zero AcT would detect false sharing because it does not detect change of data values.
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**Figure 14.** Accuracy versus cost trade-offs for practical schemes having Near-Total AcT state and varying amounts of OD state. For each benchmark, the four bars (left to right labeled 1 through 4) represent Total OD state, Partial OD state with 1k, 256 entries and Zero OD state.

Figures 14(a) and 14(b) show the accuracy results for a range of practical schemes having Near-Total AcT state and varying amounts of OD state. We evaluate for four different schemes for each benchmark (from left to right) – Total OD state (where OD state is maintained for every cache block with a total of 4k entries for each private cache), Partial OD state with two different configurations where the local pool maintains has 1024(1k) or 256 entries and finally Zero OD state (where false and true sharing are declared at the time of coherence miss).

Total OD state achieves the highest accuracy. However, Partial OD states exhibit slightly different behavior than Partial AcT states. From the figures, it should be noted that Partial OD states predominantly suffer from one type of inaccuracy with respect to I-FSD: inability to classify coherence misses when the local pool has too few entries. Our attribution experiments show that cache blocks that frequently suffer coherence misses are still accurately captured by Partial OD state configurations, even those with reduced number of entries. Finally, Zero OD with Near-Total AcT state incurs inaccuracy in the range of 7.5%(ocean) to 45%(radiosity). Early classification of coherence misses results in missing true sharing accesses that occur after the time of coherence miss (Section 2.2.1). Hence this scheme yields little value (accuracy) for the amount of global state maintained for each word. In contrast, at the opposite end of the design space, (Total OD state, Zero AcT state) yields higher accuracy at lower cost than this scheme (Section 2.3.6). This indicates that Zero OD schemes only make sense for extremely low cost designs i.e., only for combinations with Zero AcT.
Figure 14(c) shows the area cost incurred by practical schemes with different OD states as a percentage of total on-die cache area. Maintaining partial OD state for 1k entries incurs about 3.8% area overhead to on-die caches and for 256 entries, it costs about 3.66% additional cache area. For the Zero OD state, the area overhead of 4.36% is needed to keep global AcT state.

Overall, from the above experiments, accuracy drops marginally when moving from Total OD state to Partial OD states while we lose accuracy sharply when moving from Partial OD states to Zero OD states. Because the associated area overheads are similar for Zero OD and Partial OD, configurations with partial OD are preferable over Total OD ones (nearly similar accuracy for less cost).

Figure 15. Correlation coefficient between number of false sharing misses suffered by static instructions in Partial OD, Zero OD schemes against Total OD. Samples of static instructions are chosen by Partial OD schemes.

Partial OD states sample a subset of coherence misses and classify them because of limited history information maintained by them. Effectively, these design points perform sampling and determine true and false sharing. We conduct experiments to study the correlation between the number of false sharing misses reported in both the Total OD and the corresponding Partial OD state for the static instructions that are chosen as samples by the Partial OD schemes. Figure 15 shows the results of our experiments. We see that all benchmarks except fmm show high correlation (\textgt;0.99) even for 256 entries. This shows that even though the Partial OD schemes perform classification only on a subset of static instructions causing coherence misses, we still get a very good accuracy for those samples from Partial OD states. Zero OD shows poor correlation against Total OD with correlation coefficient as low as 0.32 in barnes benchmark.

Even though, the preceding discussion appears to categorize the two phases of coherence miss classification namely Access Tracking and Overlap Detection into discrete design points, in reality, we get a continuous spectrum of design points along both the two axes. Partial State along both directions provides a continuum between maintaining zero state and full state. There are a wide range of possibilities in this design space. The configuration that is most appropriate for a user is to identify the region in the partial state that helps capture the entire picture for the programmer that would otherwise be obtained through maintaining total global and local states.

Figures 16(a) and 16(b) show the accuracy results for a range of FSD schemes that are relatively low cost and can be supported in real hardware. For each benchmark, we show three different schemes (from left to right) – i) (Partial(1k) OD, Partial (16k) AcT), ii) (Partial(256) OD, Partial(4k) AcT) and iii) (Zero OD, Zero AcT).

From prior experiments, we have seen that partial states offer reasonable accuracy while achieving lower costs. We pick partial AcT states that preserve relatively high accuracy (global pool having 16k and 4k entries) and evaluate them in combination with the partial OD state that has 1k and 256 entries in the local pool respectively. Our experiments show that this combination has similar accuracy to the Partial AcT states with 16k and 4k entries respectively in combination with Total OD. Benchmarks such as fmm, ocean and water-n2, which suffer additional inaccuracy from reduced number of OD entries. Finally the (Zero OD, Zero AcT) design point is the least accurate but is almost free in terms of cost. We find that this scheme has a highest misclassification percentage in many benchmarks with a maximum up to 65% (radiosity). This design point was used in Coherence Decoupling [23] to perform value speculation and hide cache miss latency due to false sharing. Although this design point is sufficient for speculation (where there are recovery mechanisms), it might produce misleading results for the programmer during performance debugging.

Figure 16(c) shows the area cost incurred by FSD schemes as a percentage of total on-die cache area. Partial schemes incur relatively modest area overheads of about 5.5% , a major portion (about 70%) of which is incurred by maintaining local pools for every private cache in our 64-core configuration. The (Zero OD, Zero AcT) scheme can be implemented with minimum hardware modification such as changing the cache controller to perform data comparison on a coherence miss. Hence, this scheme has near-zero cost. Overall, we find that partial schemes can offer relatively good accuracy compared to I-FSD with reasonably modest costs.

Schemes with partial OD and AcT state sample a subset of coherence misses and classify them because of limited history maintained both globally and locally. Effectively, these design points perform sampling and determine true and false sharing. We conduct experiments to study the correlation between the number of false sharing misses reported in both the (Total OD, Near-Total AcT) and the corresponding Partial state scheme for the static instructions that are chosen as samples by the Partial state schemes. Figure 17 shows the results of our experiments. We see that all benchmarks except barnes and fmm show high correlation (\textgt;0.99) even for 256 entries. This shows that even though the Partial state schemes perform classification only on a subset of static instructions causing coherence misses, we still get a very
Figure 16. Accuracy versus cost tradeoffs for certain low-cost practical FSD schemes. For each benchmark, the three bars (left to right labeled 1 through 3) represent (Partial (1k) OD, Partial (16k) AcT), (Partial(256) OD, Partial(4k) AcT) and (Zero OD, Zero AcT) points in the design space.

Figure 17. Correlation coefficient between number of false sharing misses suffered by static instructions in various schemes against (Total OD, Near-Total AcT). Samples of static instructions are chosen by Partial state schemes.

good accuracy for those samples from Partial states. (Zero OD, Zero AcT) shows poor correlation against (Total OD, Near-Total AcT) with correlation coefficient as low as 0.468 in barnes and 0.51 in facesim benchmarks.
2.4 Classification of Replacement Misses

In this section, we first describe an ideal (off-line) scheme to identify conflict misses. We then present the disadvantages in implementing the ideal scheme and describe our practical conflict miss detector and its implementation. Our scheme can be used in any cache, regardless of its level in the memory hierarchy and whether it is private or shared.

2.4.1. Ideal Conflict Miss Detector (I-CMD). Replacement misses fall into two categories: capacity and conflict. A capacity miss occurs when the requested block was replaced from the cache because the cache did not have enough capacity to accommodate incoming cache blocks. Minimizing capacity misses involves a redesign of the algorithms used in an application (e.g., loop blocking) or upgrading to a processor with larger caches.

In contrast, a conflict miss happens when several blocks map into the same set in the cache and replace each other even when there is enough capacity left in the cache. When the number of these blocks exceeds the cache associativity, a block, A, will be evicted even though better candidates for eviction may exist in the cache in other sets. If A is accessed again before those better candidates are replaced, that access is a conflict miss. That is, a fully associative cache of the same capacity would have kept A in the cache and not incurred the miss. Minimizing conflict misses involves rearranging data so that blocks frequently accessed together map to different sets. This can be done through padding or changing the alignment of data structures.

For caches that use a least recently used (LRU) replacement policy, the standard off-line technique to detect conflict misses is to maintain an LRU stack with N entries that tracks the blocks that would be present in a fully associative N-block cache. On each access, the block being accessed is placed on the top of the stack. If this block was already present in the stack, it is also deleted from its prior location in the stack. A miss is classified as a conflict miss if, prior to the stack update, the block is found on this N-entry stack. An LRU stack is usually used for off-line analysis of memory accesses [22, 37]. However, implementing this off-line algorithm in hardware for on-the-fly classification would be prohibitively expensive in terms of performance overhead, area cost and power budget.

2.4.2. Practical Conflict Miss Detector. To keep cost low, we propose a new, less complex Conflict Miss Detection scheme that approximates the access-recency information provided by an LRU stack used by I-CMD. In particular, we use a scheme that maintains a number of generations that are ordered by age. Each generation consists of a set of blocks, and all blocks in a younger generation have been accessed more recently than any block in an older generation. This means that the blocks in the youngest generation are the blocks that would be at the top of the LRU stack, the next (older) generation corresponds to the next group on the LRU stack, etc. Figure 18 shows an example using four generations.

Unlike an LRU stack, our generational scheme does not track the recency of access ordering within a generation. For example, if we miss on a block that is found in the youngest generation, and if that youngest generation currently contains 8 blocks, we only know that the requested block is among the 8 most recently accessed blocks. In contrast, an LRU stack would provide precise information—if the block is found in the second position counting from the top of the stack, then that is the second most recently accessed block.

In our scheme, we start with an empty youngest generation and add cache blocks to it as they are accessed until the number of blocks in this generation reaches a threshold number T. After this, we begin a new youngest generation, aging the previous youngest generation and all generations older than it. Because the state used to track generation membership is finite, we only maintain up to K generations. Once we have created the first K generations, the oldest generation is erased and its resources reused to create the new youngest generation. This corresponds to the removal of the bottom entry on the LRU stack when a new entry is added at the top and all other entries are pushed down one place. However, in our generational scheme we remove an entire generation at a time, which results in imprecise classification at the boundary between capacity and conflict misses.
2.4.3. Implementation. Figure 19 shows the hardware components added to a cache in our proposed implementation of CMD and Figure 20 shows how these components are used to detect conflict misses. First, we need to keep track of the current youngest generation since the generations are reused similar to circular buffers. For instance, in Figure 19, the ordering of the generations is 2 (youngest), 1, 0, and 3 (oldest). Second, we maintain an array of counters that tracks the size of each generation. These counters and the youngest generation register contribute little to the overall cost of the scheme. Finally, the membership of a generation is split between two structures. Blocks that are present in the cache are tracked using generation bits. Blocks that are not present in the cache are tracked using a Bloom filter [6] for each generation.

Generation bits are added to each cache entry. Each bit corresponds to one generation. To put the block into the youngest generation, we simply set the corresponding bit. To determine which generation the block currently belongs to, we determine the first bit that is set (in order of generation age). To clear the state of the oldest generation, we flash-clear all bits that correspond to that generation (and all bits in the corresponding Bloom filter).

When the number of generations is relatively large (8 or more), an in-cache representation that is more compact than generation bits may be preferable. One approach is to record the actual generation number (GN) for each cache block. To put the block into the youngest generation, the current generation number is written into the block’s GN. Generation membership of the block can easily be determined by reading its GN. However, to clear a generation we must find all blocks in that generation and change their GNs to a special “no-generation” number. To represent the “no-generation” number, we can add a Generation Valid (GV) bit, which is set only for blocks that belong to some generation. When a new generation is created, we must clear the GV bits for blocks whose generation number matches the new current number. To avoid sweeping through the cache for this purpose, we use a sliding window scheme that adds another bit to the GN field itself. When the current generation number changes, if the most significant bit (MSB) changes, all blocks whose GN’s MSB matches it have their GV cleared. In other words, when the MSB flips, the oldest generation numbers are changed to “no-generation”.

Note that this generation-number scheme uses \(2 + \log_2(K)\) bits per in-cache block, while the more straightforward generation-bits scheme uses \(K\) bits per in-cache block. This means that the generation-bits scheme is preferable when \(K \leq 4\).

Each generation uses a Bloom filter to keep track of the blocks that belong to that generation but are not present in the cache. With an N-line cache and K generations, there are K Bloom filters. Each is a three-hash Bloom filter with \(4*N/K\) bits of state, which allows each filter to track all the blocks in its generation with a very low false-positive rate [6]. It is interesting to note that the total size of all the Bloom...
filters for a given cache is independent of the number of generations (K filters, each has 4*N/K bits). Also, our Bloom filters only need to keep track of replaced blocks in a generation, not the entire generation. As a result, we could use considerably fewer than 4N bits and still maintain excellent accuracy [20]. Finally, it should be noted that these Bloom filters are accessed only on cache misses, so they do not affect hit times, can be single-ported, and can be implemented with cheaper and slower circuitry than the corresponding cache.

Individual entries cannot be deleted from Bloom filters. However, in CMD, an entry in a Bloom filter should ideally be deleted from an older generation’s Bloom filter when it is “stolen” by the youngest generation. Instead, we note that older generations are always deleted before younger generations, so it is safe to leave deleted entries in the Bloom filters. The actual generation of a block is now the youngest generation in which that block can be found.

When a cache block is evicted, its generation membership is recorded in the corresponding Bloom filter. When a block is brought into the cache, it will be tracked by the generation bits even if it was already in a Bloom filter. As a result, for in-cache blocks we only need to check and update generation bits, and Bloom filters are only checked on cache misses and updated on cache replacements.

Our CMD scheme should have little effect on the cache hit or miss latency. For a cache hit, the generation bits can be read while the tags are being checked. If the youngest-generation bit is not set already, it needs to be set. This can be accomplished using the same approach used to change the state of the block from clean to dirty on a write. The update of generation size counters, if it is needed, is not on the critical path of the cache access and can be performed in the next cycle.

On a cache miss, the Bloom filter lookup and the CMD classification of the miss can begin as soon as the cache miss is detected, and can easily be completed before the requested data arrives from memory or a lower-level cache.

A final consideration is how to attribute capacity and conflict misses to the instructions that trigger them. Performance debugging in existing processors is typically supported by including several performance counter registers. Each of these registers is typically associated with a control register that determines which event will be counted (e.g., committed instructions, cache accesses, L1 cache misses, etc.). To attribute events to a particular instruction, the counter is typically initialized to some value, and counts down each time the event occurs. The hardware raises an exception when the count reaches zero, and the program counter value is recorded by a software tool. This sampling approach allows the software tool to provide a programmer an approximation of which instructions triggered the most events of interest, while incurring little execution time overhead. We rely on this conventional mechanism for capacity and conflict miss attribution. However, our scheme can be even more beneficial with more advanced profiling mechanisms such as ProfileMe [13] and stratified sampling [45].

### 2.4.4. Evaluation

We evaluate our practical generational CMD against off-line I-CMD. We use SESC [43], a cycle-accurate, execution-driven simulator. We model 64-core chip multiprocessor. Each core is a 2.93GHz, four-issue, out-of-order processor with a 32KB, 4-way set-associative private L1 cache (2 cycle hit and 1 cycle miss latencies), 512KB, 16-way set-associative private L2 cache (10 cycle hit and 4 cycle miss latencies). All cores share an 8MB, 32-way L3 cache, and the MESI protocol is used to keep L1 caches coherent. The block size is 64 bytes in all caches. Since conflict misses are more likely in caches with lower associativity [21], we use L1 caches to evaluate effectiveness of our CMD mechanism. New entries are only added to the youngest generation. So the size of a generation will never be more than the threshold T. A seemingly obvious choice is to set T to N/K, where N is the number of blocks in the cache. We conduct two sets of experiments with L1 caches implementing two different cache block replacement policies – Least Recent Used (LRU) and a slightly modified version of Clock-based Not-Recently-Used (NRU) algorithm used in SUN UltraSparc V2 [47]. LRU replacement policy maintains age information for every cache block that tracks the recency of access for that block. LRU chooses the least recently used block (or the block with maximum age) to be replaced with the incoming block. In the Clock-based algorithm, each cache block maintains a ‘used’ bit that gets set when the block is accessed or initially fetched from the memory. In addition, each block also has ‘allocate’ bit, which gets set when allocated and is cleared when the block is filled with data. Each cache set has a rotating replacement pointer, which is the starting point to find the way to replace. On a miss, the algorithm looks for the first cache block that has both ‘used’ and ‘allocate’ bit clear, starting with the way pointed by the replacement pointer. If all block have ‘used’ and ‘allocate’ bits clear, all ‘used’ bits are cleared and the scan is repeated. The replacement pointer is then rotated forward one way. Both LRU and Clock-based algorithms are used to contrast how well our practical scheme captures conflict misses compared to I-CMD (that uses a fully-associative LRU stack to determine conflict misses).

![Figure 21. Percentage of inaccuracy for generational CMD on caches with LRU and Clock-based Replacement policies.](image-url)
In our experiments, we measure the percentage of replacement misses that are not correctly classified by the practical CMD scheme. We call this as percentage of inaccuracy. Figure 21 shows the results of our experiments with number of generations, $K = 4$. Each benchmark has two bars which show the percentage of inaccuracy for LRU and Clock-based replacement policies. For LRU replacement policy, all benchmarks except barnes, radiosity and swaptions have inaccuracy less than 20%. On further analysis, we find that in these benchmarks, a significant portion of the conflict misses occur near the bottom of LRU stack in I-CMD scheme. Such misses are incorrectly classified as capacity misses by our scheme due to loss of information when the older generations are cleared. Even for benchmarks with significant (>30%) inaccuracy, our attribution experiments show that the static instructions that are identified as top ten offenders in I-CMD scheme mostly match with the top ten offenders in the practical scheme. For performance debugging efforts, this information is useful to help programmers fix their code that are hot-spots for conflict misses. Inaccuracy in practical CMD for clock-based replacement policy differs from LRU because of additional “randomness” while choosing blocks for replacement in comparison to LRU. The set of blocks that suffer replacement misses are quite different from LRU. Therefore, the percentage of inaccuracy depends on whether the classification of replacement misses for the blocks chosen by Clock-based policy concur in I-CMD and our practical scheme. In some benchmarks such as barnes and radiosity, there is significantly higher inaccuracy (compared to LRU replacement). In others, the percentage of inaccuracy for both replacement policies differ from each other by <5%. Our attribution experiments show that static instructions that are top offenders in the I-CMD and practical scheme largely match (except for a few cases in barnes and radiosity) and thus, our practical generational CMD scheme helps programmers reach similar conclusions regarding conflict misses.

![Figure 22. Correlation coefficient between conflict misses suffered by all static instructions in caches with LRU and Clock Replacement policies.](image)

We note that LRU and Clock-based algorithm are two separate replacement policies. As a result, the set of static instructions that suffer replacement misses in a cache with LRU replacement policy will not be the same as those observed in a cache with Clock-based replacement. By using the LRU stack (I-CMD), we identify all the program counters (static instructions) that suffer conflict misses in both policies and measure the correlation coefficient (also known as Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient [12]) between the corresponding sets of conflicts. This is done to study how closely the Clock-based algorithm approximates the LRU replacement policy in causing conflict misses in caches. A correlation coefficient of +1 means strong correlation and that the conflict-based replacements that happen in both policies are similar or proportional to each other (equivalent modulo scaling). On the other hand, a correlation coefficient of 0 means that they are uncorrelated (independent of each other). Figure 22 shows the result of our experiments. We find that, in certain benchmarks like barnes, lu, radix, water-sp, blackscholes and fluidanimate, we observe a correlation coefficient of 0.95 or above. In other benchmarks, the correlation is not very strong (less than 0.9). From these results, we infer that programmers’ intuitive understanding of conflict misses (defined by Hill et al. [22]) is already somewhat blurred by pseudo-LRU replacement policies such as Clock-based algorithm. With this in mind, we believe that our scheme can serve as a good tool for performance debugging purposes even though it is not as precise as I-CMD, because it can still identify static instructions responsible for the majority of conflict misses.

One of the main sources of inaccuracy in our practical CMD scheme stems from the threshold $T = N/K$ being sometimes too small; when an entry being added to the youngest generation is already present in an older generation, it is effectively deleted from that older generation. As a result, older generations become smaller over time due to this “stealing” by the youngest generation. Therefore, the number of blocks in all $K$ generations combined could be considerably less than $N$. This results in numerous conflict misses (to blocks that would be in the lower part of an LRU stack) being misclassified as capacity misses. We call such conflict misses as “near-capacity” misses because these misses would be capacity misses in a slightly smaller cache. Near-capacity conflict misses by their very nature occur on blocks that stay in the cache for some time; in contrast, conflict misses on very recently accessed blocks occur after a short time and tend to be a result of thrashing. Thus, near-capacity misses typically have a much smaller impact on performance than other conflict misses.

Figure 23 shows the breakdown of replacement misses. For each benchmark, there are two bars – the first bar shows the breakdown in I-CMD scheme and the second bar shows the breakdown in the practical scheme. Conflict misses in I-CMD are broken down as near-capacity and conflict, that is, misses on blocks that are in the top (most recent) 75% of the LRU stack are still shown as “conflict,” but misses on blocks...
that are in the bottom (least recent) 25% of the LRU stack are shown as “Near-Capacity.” We see that our practical generational CMD scheme performs very close to the I-CMD (offline LRU scheme) for more-recent conflict misses, but misclassifies Near-Capacity conflict misses.

Unfortunately, lack of information about ordering within a generation prevents our scheme from re-balancing generations by moving the oldest block in a younger generation into the next older generation. This means that the only way of controlling generation sizes is the threshold $T$ that determines the final size of the youngest generation. However, if the threshold is chosen to be significantly larger than $N/K$, insufficient “stealing” by the youngest generation may result in more than $N$ blocks being represented and, consequently, some capacity misses (to blocks that would be just below the $N$-th place in the LRU stack) would be classified as conflict misses.

To manage the trade-off between these misclassifications, there are two possible solutions – i) adaptive threshold, and ii) increasing the number of generations. The adaptive threshold scheme determines the threshold $T$ based on the number of distinct accesses tracked by all generations. Whenever we are about to create a new generation, we determine the total number of blocks represented in all generations. If this number is less than $N$, the threshold is increased to enlarge future generations. Conversely, if all generations together have more than $N$ blocks, the threshold is lowered to shrink future generations. Finally, we avoid misclassifications of capacity misses by ignoring old generations which are not entirely above the $N$th position on an LRU stack. In other words, if the sum of generation sizes for the $L$ youngest generations is larger than $N$, then generation $L$ and older are ignored because a miss that finds its block in one of those generations may be a capacity miss.

Figure 24 shows the result of our experiments. For each benchmark, the percentage of inaccuracy is studied for both non-adaptive (where $T$ is fixed at $N/K$) and adaptive schemes. We find that through adaptive threshold, we significantly reduce the percentage of inaccuracy to less than 10% in all benchmarks (maximum of 9.7% in swaptions). The adaptive scheme is conservative in that it never misclassifies capacity misses as conflict misses; however, it may still misclassify some “near-capacity” conflict misses to blocks near the end of the (conceptual) LRU stack. Also, near-capacity misses that remain even with adaptive thresholds are less amenable to being avoided through padding and alignment—such fixes may simply convert these misses into true capacity misses. Therefore, we consider misclassification of some near-capacity misses acceptable for performance debugging purposes.

A second solution to minimizing inaccuracy is to increase the number of generations used to track conflict misses. When each generation holds $N/K$ entries, with larger $K$, lesser number of entries (information about certain cache block accesses) are lost when erasing the oldest generation. Figure 25 shows the results of our experiments using 4, 8 and 16 generations. Across all benchmarks, the percentage of
Percentage of inaccuracy drop gradually as we increase the number of generations. However, even with 16 generations, the inaccuracy is still >30% in certain benchmarks like barnes and radiosity. This is because, a significant portion of conflict misses occur near the very bottom of LRU stack in the I-CMD scheme which are misclassified in the practical scheme.

Table 2 shows the latency, area, and per-access energy overheads of both the offline I-CMD and our practical CMD schemes. The ideal scheme must update the LRU stack on every access. Since it is essentially a tag array for a fully associative cache, it has an access latency that is more than twice that of the baseline cache and requires up to 3x extra energy per access in larger L2 caches. Our proposed CMD mechanism with $K = 4$ generations uses 4 Bloom filters, each with $4 \times N$ bits where $N$ is the number of cache lines. It also uses 4 generation bits per line in the cache’s meta-data array. The Bloom filters are used only on cache misses, so they do not affect cache latency and have minimal impact (which we account for) on power. The extra bits in the cache’s meta-data array affect cache latency slightly, but this 1.5% increase in latency is unlikely to result in requiring an extra cycle for a cache hit. The overall energy impact of our CMD mechanism is minimal—it increases per-access energy by about 1%. Finally, our CMD mechanism uses less than 4% extra area in total, relative to the original area of the cache.

2.5 Comprehensive classification

In this section, we perform comprehensive classification of cache misses using ideal and practical schemes described in Section 2.4 and 2.3. We use I-CMD and I-FSD schemes to show how ideal off-line schemes would classify cache misses and compare them against practical schemes with reasonable cost-accuracy trade-offs. We use practical CMD with 4 generations for classifying replacement misses and (Zero AcT, Total OD) for classifying coherence misses.

We perform experiments to study the cache miss classification both in 32 KB, 4-way private L1 caches (results shown in Figure 26(a)) and 512 KB, 16-way private L2 caches (results shown in Figure 26(b)). Each benchmark has two bars, the first bar shows the cache miss breakdown according to ideal offline schemes and the second bar shows the breakdown of cache misses in the practical schemes. In L1 caches, coherence misses form a negligible (<1%) fraction of the overall cache misses. Among the replacement misses, misclassification of conflict misses as capacity misses arises from “near-capacity” conflict misses (See Section 2.4.2). In L2 caches, coherence misses form a significant portion in certain benchmarks like barnes (8%), ocean (52%) and fluidanimate (25%). Conflict misses represent less than 10% of overall cache misses except in a few benchmarks like radiosity, blackscholes, bodytrack, fluidanimate and swaptions. This phenomenon is largely because of increased associativity in L2 compared to L1 caches [21]. Finally, cold misses represent negligible (<0.1%) of cache misses in both L1 and L2 caches.

Figure 27 shows the effect of different types of cache misses on pipeline stalls. When a load or store instruction occupies the head of Re-Order Buffer (ROB) and is unable to retire because of a cache miss, we attribute the pipeline stall to that cache miss. Our experiments show that capacity misses incur the highest average with 8.5 stall cycles per miss and true sharing misses have the least average with 7.14 cycles per miss. However, we note that all types of cache misses incur similar penalties in terms of pipeline stalls. This confirms our intuition
2.6 Related Work

The classification of uniprocessor cache misses into compulsory (cold), capacity, and conflict was first defined by Hill [22], and the stack algorithm for simulating a fully-associative cache is first described by Mattson et al. [37]. True and false sharing misses have been defined by Torrellas et al. [50], Eggers et al. [17], and Dubois et al. [15]. Each of them also describe an off-line classification algorithm. In contrast to these schemes and definitions, the mechanisms we describe are designed to be implemented in real hardware for integration with existing on-line performance debugging infrastructures.

Coherence Decoupling [23] speculatively reads data values from invalid cache lines to hide the latency of a cache miss caused by false sharing. It then uses the incoming (coherent) data values to verify successful value speculation. If the values differ, recovery action is triggered. The primary aim of this work was to hide latency of load instructions that read unchanged values. One of our design points (Zero OD, Zero AcT) in Figure 10 to classify coherence misses is similar to this implementation.
Numerous research proposals have been made for improving the performance counter infrastructure [45], attribution of performance-related events to particular instructions [13], and for sampling and processing of profiling data [2, 38, 39, 54]. Our cache miss classification mechanisms are synergistic with improvements in performance counters, sampling, and profiling infrastructure. Our mechanisms provide online identification of specific types of cache misses, and this identification can be used to drive performance counters, attributed to particular instructions, and processed further to gain more insight into program behavior and performance. The better the profiling infrastructure, the more beneficial the results of our classification are to the programmer. Conversely, our scheme enhances the value of a profiling infrastructure by providing additional event types that can be profiled.

Our CMD scheme relies on an approximation of the LRU stack algorithm. A similar generational approach has been used by Kim et al. [30] to perform efficient cache simulations and, more recently, by Zhou et al. [53] to dynamically track working set sizes in order to help allocate pages of physical memory. Our generational scheme is designed for conflict miss detection in caches, so its state is updated and looked up much more often that the working set mechanism in [53]. Because of this consideration, we use Bloom filters and in-cache generation numbers to track members of each generation, rather than hardware-maintained link-lists. We believe that our Bloom-filter based approach could be used to simplify and speed up the implementation of Zhou et al.’s working set scheme.

Collins et al. [11] propose a hardware scheme, the CMT, that identifies conflict misses by storing the tag of the last evicted block from each set. On a cache miss, if the miss is to the most recent victim for the corresponding set, the miss is classified as a conflict miss. We expect this scheme to be less accurate than ours for at least two reasons. First, since the CMT only remembers the last evicted block from a set, when a large number of lines compete for a set, many of these misses will be incorrectly identified as capacity misses. Also, since the CMT does not track recency information across different sets, infrequently accessed sets may suffer capacity misses that are classified as conflict misses. It should be noted that the CMT is primarily directed towards helping prefetchers and victim caches, where performance improvement can be achieved with moderately accurate miss classification. In contrast, our CMD scheme provides cache miss classification to drive performance counters and hardware-assisted profiling, where misclassification of capacity misses as conflict misses can mislead the programmer into fruitless data-padding optimizations.

2.7 Summary

Performance debugging of parallel applications is extremely challenging, but achieving good parallel performance is critical to justify the additional expense of parallel architectures. One particularly challenging performance debugging problem is determining the causes and sources of cache misses. This is especially true for parallel applications since they potentially suffer misses from sources not present for uniprocessor applications (e.g., false sharing and destructive sharing).

We proposed new schemes to perform on-the-fly classification of cache misses in hardware: a Conflict Miss Detector (CMD) that classifies replacement misses into capacity and conflict misses, and a False Sharing Detector (FSD) that classifies coherence misses into false and true sharing misses. We evaluated our scheme on SPLASH-2 and Parsec-1.0 benchmarks and find that it provides a similar picture of cache miss-related performance problems to previously proposed off-line schemes. Combined with existing performance counter mechanisms or with more advanced profiling mechanisms, our scheme also pinpoints the code responsible for each type of cache misses in the application.

3 LIME - A Load Imbalance Reporting Tool

Load imbalance is one of the key scalability limiters in parallel applications. Ideally, a parallel application assigns an equal amount of work to all cores, keeping all of them busy for the entire application. Load imbalance occurs when some cores run out of work and must wait for the remaining cores to finish their work.

Load imbalance is relatively easy to detect—we can watch for threads waiting at the end of a parallel section (i.e., at a barrier) or at a thread-join point. However, it is much more difficult to diagnose the cause of load imbalance with sufficient precision to help programmers decide what changes to make to the application to reduce the imbalance.

The cause of load imbalance can be hard to diagnose because there are a variety of candidates. For instance, load imbalance can be caused by assigning an unfair proportion of tasks to a thread, or by assigning too many long tasks to the same thread—both of these manifest as control flow differences between threads. Diagnosing causes for imbalance becomes even harder when it occurs due to interactions between the application and the underlying hardware (e.g., threads having different numbers of cache misses). Such causes cannot be easily detected through code inspection or static analysis.

Reducing load imbalance has long been an active research topic. The most common approach to reducing load imbalance is to use dynamic task scheduling, such as that provided with OpenMP [41] and TBB [25]. Dynamic task scheduling involves partitioning the parallel work into many more tasks than threads, and using a run-time system to assign tasks to threads on-demand. Dynamic scheduling significantly reduces load imbalance, but introduces significant runtime overheads, both from executing scheduling code and from the loss of cache locality among tasks. These overheads increase with the number of cores/threads, and can dominate performance [31].

Because load imbalance is a major issue in performance debugging of parallel programs, and because existing solutions do not satisfactorily address this problem, there is a need for tools to help programmers efficiently find and eliminate causes of load imbalance in their code.

This section presents LIME, a framework that uses profiling, statistical analysis, and control flow graph analysis to automatically determine the nature of load imbalance problems and pinpoint the code where the problems are introduced. Unlike prior work that addresses load imbalance, LIME does not aim to automatically exploit or reduce load imbalance. Instead, it provides highly accurate information to
programmers about what is causing the imbalance and where in the code it is introduced, with the goal of minimizing trial-and-error diagnosis and the programming effort needed to alleviate the problem.

We built and evaluated our LIME framework on 15 parallel sections from SPLASH-2 [52] and PARSEC [5] benchmark suites, which are commonly used to evaluate performance of multi-processor and multi-core machines. Our results show that LIME is highly accurate in pinpointing load imbalance problems caused by cache misses and control flow differences among threads. We confirmed the accuracy of the tool’s cache miss results by eliminating misses it reports and confirming that doing so dramatically reduces load imbalance. We confirmed the accuracy of the tool’s control flow results by verifying that, when the tool reports control flow differences as the primary cause of load imbalance, the reported line of code is the actual location where the load imbalance is introduced and leads the programmer to the code where it can be repaired.

3.1 Overview of LIME

To help explain our framework and the problem it addresses, we use the code example in 28. This is an actual parallel section from SPLASH-2’s radix benchmark [52]. The SPLASH-2 benchmark suite was extensively optimized over a decade ago by experts in both parallel programming and multi-processor hardware, and has been used to evaluate parallel performance of multi-processor and multi-core machines ever since.

```plaintext
534          BARRIER(...);
535          if (MyNum != (...)) {
540              while ((offset & 0x1) != 0) { ... }
549              if ((offset & 0x1) != 0) { ... }
555              for (i = 0; i < radix; i++) { ... }
569          } else {
562          }
566          while ((offset & 0x1) != 0) { offset--; }
575          for(i = 0; i < radix; i++) { ... }
578          while (offset != 0) {
579              if ((offset & 0x1) != 0) {
582                  for (i = 0; i < radix; i++) { ... }
585          }
590          }
589          }
590          for (i = 1; i < radix; i++) { ... }
594          if ((MyNum == 0) || (stats)) { ... }
598          BARRIER(...);
```

Figure 28. Code for sample parallel section from radix. All non-control-flow statements are removed.

This parallel section begins and ends with barriers, where each thread waits for all others to arrive before proceeding further. Any load imbalance will result in threads arriving at the end barrier (line 598) at different times, forcing early-arriving threads to wait (i.e., be idle) until the longest-running thread arrives.

Within the parallel section, each thread uses its private MyNum and offset values to decide which part of the parallel computation it should perform. Depending of these values, the threads may have different execution times, either by executing different code (due to differences in control flow) or by taking different amounts of time to execute the same code (due to differences in how the executed code interacts with the hardware). In 28, there are several examples of possible control flow differences: if-then-else blocks at lines 535, 579, and 594 may cause only a subset of threads to execute the if-path (and for line 560, other threads to execute the else-path); loops at lines 540, 549, 557, 575, 578, and 590 could all execute a different number of iterations for different threads. Nesting of loops and conditionals (e.g., line 582) can compound these differences. Additionally, threads may have differences in interacting with the system, such as branch predictor performance (some threads might have more predictable branch decision patterns than others) or cache performance (e.g., threads that access data already in the cache may have more cache hits). These differences are too numerous to point out even in our small example code because every branch, jump, load, store, etc. instruction in the compiled code may be, at least in theory, a potential source of these performance differences.

It may seem that a trained programmer can inspect the source code to identify potential causes of imbalance and repair them. However, this is a very labor-intensive and error-prone endeavor because of the sheer number of potential causes, and because of the complexity of understanding each cause and determining whether or not each is responsible for imbalance (and then repairing those that are).

An actual example of the threads’ execution times for one dynamic instance of this parallel section is shown in 29. The shaded part of each bar represents the useful execution time of each thread, normalized to the overall execution time of the parallel section. The white part of each bar represents the thread’s waiting time at the end of the parallel section (line 598).

Our discussion of possible causes of imbalance included two types of control flow causes—iteration counts of loops and decision counts of if-then-else blocks. These event counts are also shown in 29, with each event’s counts normalized to the maximum count for that event among all threads. From visual inspection of the graph, the decision at line 535 appears to cause imbalance between the first thread and the others. The differences in “true” decisions at line 579 appears to account for the remaining imbalance (note how well the useful execution time tracks this factor for threads 2 through 8). The loops at lines 575 and 590 have identical iteration counts in all threads, and thus cannot be causing any imbalance—code inspection reveals the same insight, because the value of radix is constant and the same for all threads. The loops at lines 566 and 578 do produce different iteration counts in different threads but this does not seem to correspond to actual imbalance.
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Finally, loop iteration counts at lines 540, 549, and 557 (not shown) have the same relationship with the imbalance that decision count at line 535 has, and loop iteration count at line 582 has the same behavior as the decision count for line 579.

Our LIME framework performs this kind of analysis automatically and quantitatively. For each thread in each parallel section, LIME measures execution time and various event counts. The event counts are dynamic decision counts for all static control flow decision points (control flow events), as well as dynamic counts for each static code location that causes machine-interaction events' (hardware events).

Using this data, LIME’s analysis framework determines how much imbalance exists, which control flow decisions and machine interaction events are related to the imbalance, and assigns scores that help programmers decide which cause of the imbalance to “attack” first.

Our initial implementation of LIME includes two different profiling environments. The first implementation uses a cycle-accurate hardware simulator called SESC [43] that can be relatively easily extended to collect any desired machine-interaction event count; however, since it performs detailed simulation of a computer system, it is very slow and can only be used for parallel sections that execute quickly (e.g., with carefully designed small input sets). To overcome the speed limit, we implemented LIME with Pin [36], which is fast but can only accurately collect data for analysis of control flow causes of imbalance. The simulator-based implementation was designed to let us experiment with collecting different events, and the Pin-based one to let us test LIME on larger input sets. For practical use, a purpose-built profiler could be employed to collect control flow events and key hardware performance counters more efficiently.

The analysis part of the framework processes profiling data from either profiling environment. It first clusters together events whose counts are highly correlated to each other. The purpose of this step is to group together events that seem to be related to the same potential cause of imbalance. For example, this step puts the decision count from line 535 and the iteration counts from lines 540, 549, and 557 in the same cluster because they are linearly related to each other (they have zero counts in all threads but one, so one of these event counts is equal to a constant times the execution count of another). Similarly, the iteration count from line 582 and the number of cache misses at lines 580–585 are in the same cluster as the “true” decision count from line 579 (this would not be true if threads had differing cache miss rates for lines 580–585).

Next, LIME finds the “leader” of each cluster. The purpose of this step is to identify the event that corresponds to “introducing” a potential cause of imbalance. In our two example clusters, the “true” decision counts from lines 535 and 579 are found to be the leaders of their respective clusters.

The next step in LIME uses multiple regression to find which cluster leaders are related to the imbalance in a statistically significant way, and to find the strength of that relationship. In our example, the “true” decision counts from lines 535 and 579 are the only cluster leaders to have a statistically significant relation to the load imbalance.

Finally, LIME ranks and reports the cluster leaders that are related to the imbalance. The report includes the score, the location in the code, and the corresponding cause of imbalance. In our example, LIME reports only two causes, both with relatively high scores: (1) threads take different paths at line 535, and (2) threads have different biases (“true” vs. “false” decision) for the if-then-else at line 579.

In the rest of this section we provide a detailed description of the analysis framework, followed by a description of the two profiling implementations we use, an experimental evaluation of LIME’s accuracy with examples that provide more intuition about how LIME works and how its results can be used by the programmer to reduce load imbalance.

3.2 LIME Analysis Framework

LIME’s analysis starts with data gathered by one of our profiling implementations (see 3.3). The profiling data consists of 1) per-thread control flow event counts for each edge in the static control flow graph and 2) per-thread hardware event counts for each static instruction that can cause such an event.

3.2.1. Causality Analysis for Hardware Events. Before entering the main analysis routine, LIME conducts preprocessing on collected hardware events in order to establish causal relationships between related events. For example, an L1 cache miss can occur only when a
memory access instruction is executed, an L2 cache miss can occur only when an L1 cache miss happens, etc. If the dynamic count for a particular hardware event differs among threads, this hierarchy among events allows us to split the “blame” for the difference between that event itself and the events that must precede it. For instance, when threads have different numbers of L1 misses at a particular static instruction, this may due to some threads executing that instruction more times (and thus having more L1 miss opportunities) or due to how the application interacts with the L1 cache. In the preprocessing step, LIME removes from subordinate hardware events (e.g. L1 misses) the contribution from their “superior” events (e.g. instruction’s execution count) using the Gram-Schmidt process [19], leaving each event count only with the event’s own contribution to variations among threads. This adjusted hardware event count is used instead of the naïve one throughout the LIME analysis.

3.2.2. Hierarchical Clustering. The second step in the LIME analysis is to cluster related events together. There are two commonly used clustering algorithms: hierarchical clustering and K-means clustering [27]. We use hierarchical clustering because it can automatically find an appropriate number of clusters for a given separation principle (clustering threshold) between clusters, whereas K-means yields a predetermined number of clusters. For the same reason, many projects on workload characterization [4, 29, 42] rely on hierarchical clustering to find benchmarks that have similar behavior.

Hierarchical clustering is performed in steps. Each step merges the two clusters that are “closest” according to a distance metric. Clustering ends when the distance between the two closest clusters is larger than a preset threshold.

In LIME, each event (control flow event or hardware event) is initially a cluster. We then compute a proximity matrix in which an element \((i, j)\) represents the distance between ‘cluster \(i\)’ and ‘cluster \(j\)’. At each step, we merge the two closest clusters and update the proximity matrix accordingly. The distance metric LIME uses is Pearson’s correlation between the event’s per-thread counts, because it effectively captures similarity in how the event count behaves in different threads. For linkage criteria, we used average linkage (UPGMA [40]), but other methods (single/complete-linkage) produced similar results.

LIME stops clustering when the largest correlation is < 0.9. This threshold value provides the best results in most parallel sections we tested. The exceptions are \texttt{fmm} and \texttt{fluidanimate}, where we used threshold values of 0.8 and 0.6, respectively. A poorly chosen threshold affects the usefulness of the report—too-high of a threshold prevents merging of correlated event clusters, while too-low of a threshold results in clusters that contain unrelated events.

Clustering provides several benefits for further analysis:

- It results in a major reduction in the number of subjects for further analysis.
- It gathers highly co-linear events into one cluster, which improves accuracy of regression\(^4\) in 3.2.5.
- It helps identify significant decision points in the program structure (e.g., branches where control flow differs between threads), as we explain in 3.2.4.

3.2.3. Classification of Clusters. Clusters are classified into two types: those that contain control flow events (control-flow clusters), and those with only hardware events (hardware event clusters).

For hardware event clusters, the absence of highly correlated control flow events indicates that different threads suffer the hardware events differently for the same code. Therefore, if any load imbalance is eventually attributed to the cluster, all the hardware events in the cluster are reported as contributing to that portion of the imbalance.

3.2.4. Finding Cluster Leaders. Within a control-flow cluster, control flow events are typically interdependent. To improve the usefulness of reported results, for each cluster, LIME discovers a leader node—a control flow instruction that steers program execution into the cluster. Intuitively, if the cluster is related to the imbalance, the leader node represents the code point where this imbalance is introduced.

Leader nodes are important because they are the decision points that change thread execution characteristics. They are the points in the program of most interest to the programmer: by inspecting the code that affects the leader node’s decision, the programmer can typically find the high-level reason for the imbalance.

To formally define a leader node, assume a control flow graph of a program has vertices \(V\) and edges \(E\). The leader node of a cluster \(C\) is a vertex \(v\) in the control flow graph such that all incoming edges to \(v\) except backedges have source vertices outside the cluster, i.e., \(v \in C\) such that \(\forall (s, v) \in E, s \notin C\).

Examples of typical clusters and their leader nodes are shown in 30. The leftmost example shows a cluster whose leader is an if-statement. The middle example shows why a backedge restriction is needed in the leader definition—it allows a loop cluster to have a leader (the loop entry point). The rightmost example shows a cluster with two leaders (\(A\) and \(G\))—this typically occurs when the same control flow decision is made in more than one code point.

After finding leader nodes for each cluster, each leader node is assigned a score according to its significance in creating load imbalance. First, LIME computes, for each edge, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between that edge and the execution time. The score of a leader node is the difference in this correlation between the node’s incoming and outgoing edges (again, ignoring backedges). For example, if \(n\) threads have execution times \(T = (t_1, t_2, \cdots, t_n)\) and a leader node \(v\) has incoming edge counts \(i e_{v_1}, i e_{v_2}, \cdots, i e_{v_k}\) and outgoing edge counts \(o e_{v_1}, o e_{v_2}, \cdots, o e_{v_j}\), the score \(s_v\) of the leader node \(v\) is

\[
s_v = \max_{x} (corr (oe_{v_x}, T)) - \max_{y} (corr (ie_{v_y}, T))
\]

\(^4\)Statistical regression works poorly with collinear vectors.
is to that cluster. That is, the regression computes the values of node \( v \) for load imbalance. The score is based on regression results and, for control-flow clusters, on leader node importance scores. For a leader cluster’s importance for load imbalance as follows.

\[
\text{score} = \frac{1}{σ} \cdot \text{corr}(μ, σ)
\]

where \( \text{corr}(a, b) \) is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between vectors \( a \) and \( b \).

Intuitively, score \( s_v \) measures the amount of correlation the leader node incurs in regard to the overall imbalance. A high score means that the node converts events that are unrelated to load imbalance into events that are highly correlated to the imbalance.

### 3.2.5. Multiple Regression

Multiple regression analysis [16] is a statistical technique that estimates the linear relationships between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables. In LIME, the dependent variable is the vector of per-thread execution times, and the independent variables are the clusters. If a cluster appears to be a good predictor of execution time, we can infer with high confidence that the cluster is responsible for the differences in execution time between threads.

For the regression analysis, we need to combine event counts of all events in the cluster so that the cluster behaves like a single event. For this, LIME uses averaged Z-scores [32] of events in a cluster. A Z-score standardizes all events to have the same average and same variation, so that all events carry equal weight in determining the cluster’s overall “event count”, regardless of the actual absolute event counts for each event. For each event with a mean per-thread dynamic count \( μ \) and a standard deviation \( σ \), for each per-thread dynamic count \( x \), the Z-score is \( z = \frac{x - μ}{σ} \). After this step, regression proceeds by treating each cluster as a single “event” whose per-thread “event counts” are the cluster’s per-thread Z-scores.

During regression analysis, LIME excludes clusters that are statistically redundant or insignificant in building a regression model to explain the execution time. We use the forward selection method [16] to choose which clusters to include in the model. The method selects clusters based on their unique contribution to the variance in the dependent variable (execution time). LIME iteratively adds the selected clusters to its regression model until none of the remaining clusters is statistically significant (determined by F-test [35]).

Multiple regression analysis computes a standardized coefficient, \( β_C \), for each cluster \( C \), which represents how sensitive execution time is to that cluster. That is, the regression computes the values of \( β_C \) to best fit \( T \approx Σβ_C \cdot C_i \), where \( T \) is the vector of per-thread execution times and \( C_i \) is the vector of averaged Z-scores for cluster \( i \) across all events in the cluster. LIME uses the \( β_C \) values as a measure of a cluster’s importance for load imbalance as follows.

For each control-flow leader node and hardware event, LIME computes a final score—an estimate of how responsible that node/event is for load imbalance. The score is based on regression results and, for control-flow clusters, on leader node importance scores. For a leader node \( v_i \) in control-flow \( C_j \), the final score \( f_{sv_i} \) is

\[
f_{sv_i} = β_{C_j} \cdot s_{v_i}
\]

where \( s_{v_i} \) is the score (from 1) for leader node \( v_i \), and \( β_{C_j} \) is the standardized coefficient (from regression) for cluster \( C_j \). For a hardware event (e.g., cache miss) \( h_i \) in a hardware-event cluster \( C_j \), the final score \( f_{sh_i} \) is equal to \( β_{C_j} \).

Figure 30 shows an example of computing final scores for two control-flow clusters. Cluster \( C_1 \) has one leader node \( A \), while cluster \( C_2 \) has two leader nodes \( A \) and \( G \). Note that node \( A \) is a leader in both clusters.

In this example, node \( G \) from cluster \( C_2 \) has the highest final score (i.e., a leader node score of 0.82 and a \( β_{C_2} \) of 0.91 combine to give a score of 0.7462). Therefore, we conclude that cluster \( C_2 \) is important in explaining the imbalance, and that node \( G \) is the prime suspect for introducing the imbalance.

### 3.2.6. Reporting to the Programmer

In general, a program runs a static parallel section multiple times during its dynamic execution: LIME analysis operates on each dynamic instance independently because imbalance and other characteristics may vary across instances. Since programmers prefer feedback on static code, LIME then combines results from all dynamic instances of each parallel section using a weighted average, with load imbalance of a dynamic instance serving as its weight. For each leader node in a control-flow cluster, and for
Table 3. Description of applications and parallel sections used in our experiments. Parallel section denotes the location of the `pthread_barrier_wait` or `pthread_join` call that delimits the parallel section. Imbalance is the average percentage of idle time threads spend in the parallel section.

3.3 Profiling Implementation

The LIME framework consists of two parts: (1) collection of profiling data, and (2) analysis of the data. Our contribution is primarily in the LIME analyzer, and our goal is to demonstrate the utility of our novel analysis techniques. We built the analyzer in C++ using the armadillo linear algebra library [44].

There is a large body of prior work on profilers. Our framework can make use of any data profiler that can collect the required control flow and hardware event counts. For our prototype tool, we implemented two different versions of the profiler.

Our first profiler is built on Pin [36], a binary instrumentation tool. With this profiler, we can collect control flow events, but no hardware events. We instrument synchronization points such as barriers to identify parallel sections in our program. We also instrument all branch instructions, and gather edge (control flow event) counts using a hashmap structure. When branch instruction \( b \) is executed and the previous branch was \( p \), we increment the entry for edge \((p, b)\). Since dynamic instrumentation severely distorts execution time, we use instruction
count as an approximation to the execution time. When a dynamic parallel section ends (i.e., a thread enters a barrier), recorded data is exported to output files for later processing.

Our second profiler is based on SESC [43], a cycle-accurate computer system simulator. This simulator functionally emulates an application and uses the instruction stream to drive a detailed model of the caches, memory, and processor cores, including the key microarchitectural structures (e.g., the instruction queue and reorder buffer, which allow for out-of-order execution). This simulator is routinely used by computer architects to evaluate architectural and microarchitectural proposals. We use the simulator to collect cache miss event counts and control flow edge counts simultaneously. Event recording and data exporting is very similar to our Pin-based tool (e.g., control flow edges are counted as an approximation to the execution time. When a dynamic parallel section ends (i.e., a thread enters a barrier), recorded data is exported to output files for later processing.

Our second profiler is based on SESC [43], a cycle-accurate computer system simulator. This simulator functionally emulates an application and uses the instruction stream to drive a detailed model of the caches, memory, and processor cores, including the key microarchitectural structures (e.g., the instruction queue and reorder buffer, which allow for out-of-order execution). This simulator is routinely used by computer architects to evaluate architectural and microarchitectural proposals. We use the simulator to collect cache miss event counts and control flow edge counts simultaneously. Event recording and data exporting is very similar to our Pin-based tool (e.g., control flow edges are counted as an approximation to the execution time. When a dynamic parallel section ends (i.e., a thread enters a barrier), recorded data is exported to output files for later processing.

Our second profiler is based on SESC [43], a cycle-accurate computer system simulator. This simulator functionally emulates an application and uses the instruction stream to drive a detailed model of the caches, memory, and processor cores, including the key microarchitectural structures (e.g., the instruction queue and reorder buffer, which allow for out-of-order execution). This simulator is routinely used by computer architects to evaluate architectural and microarchitectural proposals. We use the simulator to collect cache miss event counts and control flow edge counts simultaneously. Event recording and data exporting is very similar to our Pin-based tool (e.g., control flow edges are counted as an approximation to the execution time. When a dynamic parallel section ends (i.e., a thread enters a barrier), recorded data is exported to output files for later processing.

Our second profiler is based on SESC [43], a cycle-accurate computer system simulator. This simulator functionally emulates an application and uses the instruction stream to drive a detailed model of the caches, memory, and processor cores, including the key microarchitectural structures (e.g., the instruction queue and reorder buffer, which allow for out-of-order execution). This simulator is routinely used by computer architects to evaluate architectural and microarchitectural proposals. We use the simulator to collect cache miss event counts and control flow edge counts simultaneously. Event recording and data exporting is very similar to our Pin-based tool (e.g., control flow edges are counted as an approximation to the execution time. When a dynamic parallel section ends (i.e., a thread enters a barrier), recorded data is exported to output files for later processing.
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To circumvent execution time distortion, in Pin-based profiling the instruction count is used as a proxy for execution time. This eliminates the possibility of identifying hardware-interaction events as causes of imbalance, but this profiler does not collect those events anyway. Further, the instruction count may not accurately represent the execution time. We validate that this profiler is useful in quickly identifying control flow sources of load imbalance. If hardware events trigger additional imbalance, a more expensive simulator-based approach can be used.

Overall, the control flow results of Pin-based profiling are very similar to those from the simulator. For brevity, 5 shows LIME results for only five parallel sections for “real” inputs (too large for simulation), including one from a benchmark (PLSA from bioParallel benchmark [28]) that is infeasible to run in simulation. Also shown are simulation-size inputs for three benchmarks for comparison, with scores from simulator-based profiling shown in parentheses. The profiling is done on an Intel Quad Core Xeon server using 8 threads (four cores, each with support for two threads).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input Size</th>
<th>Slowdown</th>
<th>Ctrl Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>1K × 1K matrix</td>
<td>21.1 × 23.9</td>
<td>1 (10) 0.97 (0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barnes</td>
<td>16K × 16K matrix</td>
<td>84.1 × 88.7</td>
<td>1 (6) 0.96 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>1 million particles</td>
<td>4.2 × 2.74</td>
<td>2 (2) 0.75 (0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiosity</td>
<td>largeroom</td>
<td>62.6 × 65.2</td>
<td>2 (3) 1.00 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLSA</td>
<td>100K sequence</td>
<td>127.0 × 110 (13)</td>
<td>1.36 (1.36)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Results with Pin-based profiling.

3.4.4. Verifying Reported Cache Misses. While we have already shown that our framework consistently identifies a programmer-manageable number of causes of load imbalance, we now verify that our framework (with the SESC profiler) correctly identifies the causes of load imbalance, starting with cache misses. To verify that reported cache miss events are indeed causing load imbalance, one possible approach would be to try to reorganize the data structures and algorithms in each application, re-evaluate parallel performance, and check if load imbalance has been reduced. However, we lack domain expertise and resources to make such extensive changes in so many applications. Further, the results would highly depend on how well we understood each application, data structure, and algorithm.

Instead, we use cycle-accurate simulation to artificially eliminate the reported cache misses, while leaving all other aspects of the execution intact. To “erase” misses from reported memory access instructions, we override the simulated cache behavior for that instruction to make each dynamic instance of that instruction into a cache hit. If the reported cache misses are indeed the source of the imbalance problem, this modified execution should have a dramatically reduced load imbalance.

32 shows the results of this simulation for applications in which LIME reports cache misses as the main cause of load imbalance. The shaded portion of each bar represents the imbalance removed when only “erasing” the cache misses caused by the highest-scoring instructions for each application. The black portion represents additional imbalance removed when also “erasing” misses from all memory access instructions reported with final scores above 0.1. The white portion is the additional imbalance removed when erasing all cache misses reported by LIME as statistically significant causes of load imbalance.

For the first four applications in 32, load imbalance is reduced dramatically when LIME-reported cache misses are “erased,” except for configurations that do not have significant load imbalance to begin with (8 and 16 core configurations for blackscholes). It is important to note that, in all these simulations, we end up “erasing” misses from only 39.6% of all dynamic memory accesses, and the observed imbalance reduction is not caused simply by a dramatic reduction in execution time—in fact, the speedup in these runs mostly comes from reducing imbalance (making the slowest threads finish faster), with little performance benefit for the fastest threads.

Recall from 3.4.2 that LIME did not find a consistent cause of imbalance for the last two applications because neither control flow nor cache misses are the true cause. Further investigation reveals that imbalance is actually caused by cores having different success in getting access to the L1–L2 on-chip (back-side) bus when servicing cache misses—in these applications, this bus has high utilization and the bus arbitrator seems to be favoring some cores at the expense of others. We confirm this by simulating a higher-bandwidth bus (without “erasing”
Among the parallel sections used in this evaluation, \textit{LU} has the most imbalance—the last-arriving thread takes over ten times longer than the first-arriving thread.

For the 32-core configuration, our framework reports only one static instruction, shown in 33, as statistically significant cause of imbalance (at line 668). In the other three configurations, LIME also reports line 668 as the top-scoring (by a large margin) cause of imbalance. This edge corresponds to the control flow instruction is actually the source of imbalance. At the first glance, this looks like a false report, but a closer inspection reveals that the problem is the mapping of the instruction to the line of source code because the compiler obfuscated the situation via inlining and other optimizations. When we examine the code in a disassembler, the reported control flow edge from line 116 in \textit{render.C} to line 112 accounts for the imbalance. This edge corresponds to the assignment of blocks to threads.
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void walksub(nodeptr n, real dsq, long ProcessId)
{
    nodeptr* nn;
    if (subdivp(n, dsq, ProcessId)) {  // First branch in walksub
        if (Type(n) == CELL) {
            for (nn = Subp(n); nn < Subp(n) + NSUB; nn++) {
                if (*nn != NULL) {
                    walksub(*nn, dsq / 4.0, ProcessId);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

Report from our analysis
No. Address           Score               Code point (func.)
1  0x405470 0.893  grav.C:116 -> grav.C:112
2  0x40548c 0.030   grav.C:113 (walksub)
3  0x4055cc 0.024  grav.C:136 -> grav.C:114

Reported source lines in grav.C
105       void walksub(nodeptr n, real dsq, long ProcessId)
106       {
107           nodeptr* nn;
112       if (subdivp(n, dsq, ProcessId)) {  // First branch in walksub
113           if (Type(n) == CELL) {
114               for (nn = Subp(n); nn < Subp(n) + NSUB; nn++) {
115                   if (*nn != NULL) {
116                       walksub(*nn, dsq / 4.0, ProcessId);
117                   }
118               }
119           }
120       }

3.4.6. Scalability of LIME. While LIME ran fast enough for this study, two possible concerns are: (1) what happens to analysis time as the core count increases, and (2) what happens to analysis time as event count (i.e., program size) increases?

A single-threaded implementation of LIME analysis took an average of 1.4, 1.8, 3.2, and 5.0 seconds to analyze the parallel sections for 8, 16, 32, and 64 cores, respectively, on a 2.67GHz Intel Quad Core Xeon processor with 12GB memory. This time includes clustering, leader selection, and regression. Since the analysis time grows in sub-linear proportion to the core count, we expect that a parallel implementation of LIME analysis will have a favorable scaling trend as the number of cores (for both application execution and analysis) increases.

The most time consuming part of LIME is the clustering part of the analysis—it accounts for over 76% of the average analysis time when no optimization is applied. A naive implementation of our hierarchical clustering method has asymptotic complexity of $O(n^3)$ where $n$ is the number of event counts—to create a near-constant number of clusters, LIME does $O(n)$ merges, and for each merge it recomputes all $O(n^2)$ entries in the new cluster proximity matrix. This would be a major problem for applying LIME to real applications. To accelerate the clustering algorithm, we can cache the proximity matrix and perform bulk clustering. When merging two clusters, only the proximity values involving those two clusters become useless. Therefore, we re-use (cache) the proximities and compute only $O(n)$ new values. The “bulk clustering” optimization merges multiple clusters per step—as we compute the proximity matrix, we track clusters that are very close to each other and merge all of them at once. In this study, we use a proximity threshold of 0.99 for bulk clustering. Bulk clustering reduces the number of merges, but runs the risk of producing less precise clustering. We did not experience any imprecise clustering in our experiments.

36 compares the speed of the clustering implementation with and without our acceleration technique using a log–log plot. While our optimized implementation is still $O(n^2)$ (bulk clustering does not reduce the asymptotic complexity), in practice it shows near-linear scaling with $n$. This demonstrates that LIME is scalable with program size. Further optimizations are certainly possible but we leave them for future experimentation and fine-tuning.

3.5 Related Work

Performance debugging has long been studied in distributed systems. Much work focuses on finding the causal trace, or the trace with the longest path through a distributed system; this is analogous to the slowest thread in our study. The causal trace naturally tells programmers where to focus optimization efforts. LIME shares the same goal as this work, but works in a different domain. Among the related literature, the performance debugging method proposed by Aguilera et al. [1] draws our attention—they use a black box approach that finds the causal
trace without any knowledge of the system, and a signal processing technique called convolution to infer causal relationships. LIME collects profile data without a programmer’s intervention, and uses clustering and regression analysis to infer causal relations between events and load imbalance.

A number of tools exist to detect and measure parallel overheads and inefficiency (i.e., idleness). One recent example is from Tallent et al. [48]. Their goal is to pinpoint where parallel bottlenecks occur, and classify bottlenecks as overhead or idleness. Our work is largely orthogonal to this—once a programmer knows that a problem exists, they can use our framework to help find the cause for the bottlenecks they have detected. Tallent et al. also have work on analyzing lock contention [49]. This has a lot in common with our work since they try to detect the cause of lock contention and identify the lockholder to blame. Our work focuses on barriers rather than locks and provides more direct information about where in the code the problem arises.

There is also significant work on trying to optimize performance and energy in the presence of load imbalance. Thrifty Barrier [34] predicts how much slack (i.e., idle time) each thread will have using a history-based predictor, and saves power by putting non-critical threads into a sleep state. Meeting Points [8] uses a different predictor that counts thread deviation at checkpoints called meeting points. It delays non-critical threads using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling to save power. It also attempts to accelerate the critical thread by prioritizing it. The Thread Criticality Predictor [3] similarly predicts thread criticality based on adjusted cache miss rates, and prioritizes threads based on criticality. While automatically detecting and prioritizing critical threads requires no programmer effort, it can only reduce load imbalance by a limited amount. Instead, we help programmers find and permanently fix imbalance problems in applications regardless of how severe the problems are; this can (and usually does) have a dramatic performance impact.

4 Lock Contention Debugging

Lock contention can be reduced by either reducing the amount of work in each critical section, increasing the time spent outside critical sections, or by using finer-grain locking. Among these, the easiest approach for the programmer is finer-grain locking - the other two approaches usually require more significant code changes that take time and may introduce correctness issues. Our work focuses on two approaches to finer-grain locking: 1) identifying opportunities for using different locks in different static critical sections (this usually requires very little effort from the programmer, usually just a change in the lock variable in each code point where such lock splitting is done), and 2) identifying opportunities for using per-object locks where more coarse-grained locks were used.

4.1 Splitting Static Locks

Lock contention happens when multiple critical sections that share the same lock variable compete for an ownership of the lock. As shown in the left side of the Figure 37, contention defers an execution of a waiting critical section after the one of currently holding the lock, resulting elongated total execution time. With current trend of increasing number of cores, it is likely that the lock contention grows and impacts overall performance of application considerably. To alleviate the lock contention, we propose a systematic and automated way to split multiple critical sections that are guarded by the same lock variable. After the split, each multiple different lock variables would be exploited to protect different critical sections (right side in Figure 37). As a result, threads can execute multiple critical sections without any stall time and total execution time can be reduced.

![Figure 37. Lock Splitting Example.](image-url)

One current tool only allows lock splitting when critical sections that will be guarded by different lock variables have no overlap in which memory locations they accesses. In general, this condition can be relaxed and we can leave it up to the programmer to ensure that multiple memory accesses to the same shared location are protected by the same lock variable. However, this process is cumbersome and error-prone so we decided to first work on recommending the safest and least error-prone approach.
Our tool starts with a profiling run of the target application, using a single pseudo-lock to guard all critical sections. The profiling run extracts which memory addresses are accessed during dynamic instances of each static critical sections and how they interact. Our framework requires those two types of information for different reasons. The memory access profile helps us preserve correctness by using the same lock for all critical sections that share any memory locations. Interaction allows us to reduce programmer effort by only splitting locks when such a split can be expected to provide significant performance gain. Although our framework suggests the best possible combination of locks that mitigates the contention, the programmer still has to decide whether the recommended lock separation is correct - our framework is based on dynamic analysis and can recommend incorrect lock separation if the profiling run had no overlap between some critical sections that may overlap when using different inputs. This is another reason for suggesting only those lock splits that lead to significant performance improvement - the programmer has to verify each split to ensure correctness.

After the profiling is done, our tool calculates two scores for each group of static critical section: “splittable” and “profitable”. Two static critical sections are “splittable” if they share no common memory accesses during any of their dynamic instances. To facilitate understanding of the process, we represent each static critical section as a node in a graph, and the memory sharing as an edge between nodes if they have any. The “splittable” criterion is satisfied when two nodes are not connected by any edges.

The “profitable” criterion determines when it is beneficial for two critical sections to use two different lock variables. If dynamic instances of the two static critical sections tend not to execute at the same time, i.e. if there is almost no contention between them, the performance gain from using different lock variables in these critical sections will not be significant, so they are not “profitable” for lock splitting. Thus our “interaction” profiling measures how often a dynamic instance of one static critical section is waiting while the lock is held by that dynamic instance of the other critical section. This also results in a graph, but this time the edges represent the waiting-time interaction. Specifically, when a critical section waits while another holds the lock, we add that time to the weight of the edge between the two nodes. More precisely, the interaction is measured as follows.

During execution, when a dynamic instance of a static critical section from code location \( B \) arrives but has to wait another critical section from location \( A \) because they share a same lock variable, we blame the stall time of \( B \) to \( A \) (Figure 38). Then, we assign the cumulative time that a static location \( B \) waits on location \( A \) as a weight of the edge going from node \( A \) to node \( B \) in the graph. The intuition behind the edge weights and graph generation is that, if those two critical sections are split to use different lock variables, the stall time represented by the edge between them would go away. More precisely, a split can be represented by a boundary that separates nodes protected by different locks, and the profitability (wait time reduction) of each cut can be approximated as the sum of weights of edges that are cut by that boundary. Given this, our goal of generating as few locks as possible while providing good performance can be transformed into splitting the graph nodes into as few groups as possible, while ensuring that no “memory sharing” edges cross between groups, and while maximizing the weights of “interaction” edges that cross between groups. Figure 39 gives an example of the graph generated for the raytrace application from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite. In the graph, sharing edges are shown in red and interaction edges are shown in black (along with weights). Blue boxes denote groups that can use different locks (no sharing). Here, merging lock group 4 into lock group 2 won’t affect performance much because the weight of the edge from \( B_{4\text{off838}} \) to \( B_{4\text{aaa8}} \) is very low. Our simulation also shows that the performance difference is less than 1% when group 2 and group 4 are separated.

### 4.2 Generating Per-object Locks

To decrease lock contention even further, we can assigning locks to individual instances of objects accessed by the same static critical section. This allows different instances of a static critical section to use different locks, and thus eliminates contention created between these dynamic instances when they are used in different threads.

However, working with a large number of mutex locks has a cost. First, it is a burden for the programmer to manage the lifetime and use of each lock instance. Second, more lock variables use more memory and put more pressure on the caches. This can lead to performance degradation that negates the performance benefit from the effort put into introducing these lock instances. Finally, if a single dynamic instance of a critical section accesses data that is now protected by different locks, all of those locks must be held in that critical section to ensure correctness, which leads to additional overhead and the introduces the possibility of a deadlock.
We devised an algorithm that aims to strike a balance between too many lock instances and too few. We start off by assigning one potential lock for each shared data word. Then we reduce the number of locks required by merging words into groups that are often accessed together. A detailed pseudocode that implements this grouping is shown below. We first collect the number of times any pair of words are accessed at the same critical section instance (word_rel), and afterwards calculate the probability when one word is accessed, the other will, too (relative_probability).

**Listing 1.** Pseudocode that implements the per-object locks

```pseudocode
perobject_locks(tracefile, lock_instance, critical_sections):
    foreach critical_section in critical_sections
        foreach dynamic instance of the critical section dyn_cs:
            add all write addresses to write_set(dyn_cs)
            foreach pair of words in write_set(dyn_cs):
                increment word_rel[w1][w2]
                increment count[w1], count[w2]

        foreach dynamic instance of the critical section dyn_cs:
            foreach pair of words in write_set(dyn_cs)
                relative probability = word_rel[w1][w2] / (count[w1] + count[w2])
                if relative probability > threshold:
                    group both words together
```

**OUT:** Each group of words can be protected by distinct locks

In Figure 40, we have part of the word relationship graph that was generated by the dynamic lock splitting algorithm run on radiosity from SPLASH-2. For each node, which represents a single word, the edges to other nodes have weights that represent the relative probability of them being accessed together (the absolute number of times each pair was seen together is in parentheses). We can see that there is a strong correlation between some words. As a result, we can strike a balance between one static lock protecting all words and one lock per word - instead, we can have one lock per group of words.

Looking back at the results for radiosity, for 96 words we are down to 32 lock instances, which leads to almost perfect scalability up to 64 cores, as can be seen in the following figure (Figure 41).
4.3 Integration of Tools for Synchronization-Related Limiters

Waiting during synchronization operations is usually easy for a tool to recognize and account for, and in most cases such accounting can be done without perturbing the application’s execution much. Recognition and accounting for of synchronization tends to be easy because the application usually relies on well-defined synchronization operations provided by the runtime library, allowing a profiling tool to detect synchronization operations at runtime simply by intercepting these library functions. An exception to this is “hand-made” synchronization, e.g. when a program uses an ordinary variable for synchronization without calling library functions. However, hand-made synchronization tends to be poorly portable across platforms (what works under one consistency model might not work under another) and mostly consists of spin-waiting until the value of a variable changes, a coding pattern that is typically easy to recognize and intercept by a profiling tool’s program analysis and instrumentation.

We have built a research tool that performs this interception and accounting of synchronization waiting time for both barriers (LIME) and locks. The tool accounts separately for synchronization waiting (a threads has to stop and wait) and overheads (a threads spends time to complete a synchronization operation even when waiting is not needed), and provides attribution of waiting and overheads to both synchronization variables (how much waiting and/or overhead was spent on each synchronization variables) and code point (how much waiting and/or overhead was spent by a particular line of code that calls a synchronization operation). This level of detail was needed to understand the problem better and to provide input into our load imbalance and lock contention analysis and reporting tools.

We use comparable/additive metrics for how much load imbalance and how much lock contention exists in a given application run. In both cases, the metric we use is time spent waiting divided by execution time. This makes it easy to determine which of the two synchronization limiters are present (non-negligible waiting time on that type of synchronization) and which one is a more pressing problem for the programmers to address first (the one with a larger waiting time).

5 Educational Activities and Results

5.1 Motivation

Many-core processors can only approach their performance potential if software is written to exploit a large number of cores. The long-term trend is now toward increasing the core counts rapidly into the foreseeable future, and the long-term viability of this trend relies on software being written in a way that allows it to scale to increasing numbers of cores. Unfortunately, most programmers can achieve significant speedups (relative to sequential execution) with a small number of cores after a prolonged effort, and true performance scaling to
many cores is a major challenge or even beyond their reach. One of the possible reasons for this is that programmers may not be familiar with typical performance scaling limiters, and in some cases they may not be aware of a particular limiter even as a concept.

The main goal in this NSF/SRC MCDA project is to identify software and hardware mechanisms that help programmers identify performance scaling limiters present in their code and, subsequently, change their code to make it scale better. In addition to general uses of such tools in software development, the project has investigated performance scaling in the educational setting, especially in terms of understanding what would be needed to help students learn how to develop scalable parallel code.

Three types of tools and mechanisms were designed in this project - those that report scaling limiters related to excessive cache misses, those that identify the reasons for load imbalance in the code, and those that identify lock contention and offer suggestions on how to reduce this contention. Over the past decade, the PI has taught several classes that had parallel programming assignments targeting >16 cores. The questions students ask and programming issues they come to ask about during office hours, it is obvious that many do not clearly understand the relationship between performance scaling bottlenecks and performance, or how different types of bottlenecks affect each other. In particular, students often approach scaling problems through a trial-and-error approach - they have no concrete ideas about what the real problem might be, so they go through lecture slides that explain some of the bottlenecks, and attempt code changes similar to those shown in lecture slides. This involves a lot of unnecessary programming effort - e.g. students might go through extraordinary amounts of effort to improve load balance in their code, although the code actually does not have much load imbalance. Worse, this approach of identifying the problem by checking to see which “fixes” work can lead students to disregard the real problem because the “fix” for it didn’t help, e.g. because the “fix” was implemented poorly, introduced another bottleneck, etc.

5.2 Curricular Constraints

The natural venue for teaching scalability limiters are computer architecture classes, where students are taught cache organization and cache coherence mechanism, and are thus prepared to learn about the cache misses that result from these mechanisms, and where they learn about synchronization primitives and the resulting load balancing, lock contention, and other issues. An example of such classes at Georgia Tech is CS 2200 “Computer Systems and Networking”, where undergraduate students are briefly introduced to these necessary concepts, and CS 4290 “Advanced Computer Organization” (undergraduate) and CS 6290 “High-Performance Computer Architecture” (graduate, co-taught with CS 4290), where both undergraduate and graduate students are taught the details of the cache coherence and how synchronization is implemented.

The ideal class for this would be CS 2200 - most CS undergraduates take this class, so introduction of these concepts and skills in CS 2200 would have the broadest impact on the skill-set of an average graduating student. Ideally, every CS graduate that expects to do any multi-core programming in their future career would understand this important scaling limiter and be intellectually equipped to tackle it. The disadvantages of teaching cache-miss performance debugging mostly revolve around class time - this class is a very fast-paced introduction to many key CS concepts, providing a review of important topics from computer architecture, operating systems, and networking. As a result, the total amount of time spent on caches (from introducing the concept of caches to students who have not been exposed to that concept yet, to showing an example of how cache coherence works) is usually only 4-6 lecture hours. The time to explain cache-miss performance debugging in this context would only be about 15-30 minutes. The PI has taught CS 2200 several times in the past and attempted to cover this topic in this amount of time - the result is that only a few students remember the concepts a few weeks later (in a pop-quiz that asks very basic questions about coherence misses), and many do not even remember that a concept called “true sharing” exists.

The next-best class for teaching cache-miss performance debugging is CS 4290/6290, which is a “pick” class for students that take the “platforms” thread through the CS undergraduate program. A thread acts much like a specialization, and “platforms” is a thread that focuses on hardware and systems issues. This reduces the potential impact of introducing cache-miss performance debugging - many students graduate by taking other threads and still get jobs in which they need to do significant multi-threaded programming. However, the class devotes significant time (1-2 lecture hours) specifically to types of cache misses (including true and false sharing). In the PI’s experience, this is sufficient for most students to internalize these concepts sufficiently for recognition, but not enough to gain any expertise or skills in how to alleviate them - that would be best accomplished through a project assignment. At the very beginning of this NSF/SRC project (Fall 2009 semester), the PI has introduced such an assignment with mixed results, as will be explained next.

5.3 The Cache-Miss Performance Debugging Assignment

The assignment asked student to parallelize the “game-of-life” algorithm, where “cells” are represented as elements of an array and “live” or “die” in each time-step according to how many neighbors they have. They were also given a naive parallel implementation - cells are mapped round-robin to the available threads, and in each time-step a thread updates the cells mapped to it and then synchronizes on a barrier with other threads. In this naive implementation the false sharing occurs on nearly every memory access to a cell, thus resulting in parallel performance that is (significantly) worse than a single-threaded implementation.

The students also had access to a rudimentary simulation-based tool that classifies cache misses into the appropriate categories (capacity, coherence, true sharing, false sharing). This tool was a direct result of the PI’s NSF/SRC-funded research on cache miss classification - this research and the cache miss classification algorithm were described in a recent research paper that has been accepted for publication in ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization.

The results were mixed for two reasons. First, many students chose not to use the miss-classification tool - since the tool is simulation-based, it executes the student’s programs at a rate of only a few million instructions per second, i.e. a factor-or-1000 slowdown relative to native execution. This made the use of the tool non-interactive and frustrating for these students, and they decided to try and understand the cache-miss problems by trial-and-error. Second, many students simply gave up after a few simple optimizations that resulted in some parallel
speedup but very poor scaling - most students in this category had speedups of only about 2X even when using 64 cores. Part of the reason for this could be that students needed to run simulations to get performance results for more than 4 cores - due to resource constraints, no real hardware with more than 4 cores was made available to students at the time.

The assignment was part of a class on computer architecture, so 64-core performance was measured using a cycle-accurate simulator because no 64-core machines were available at the time. The assignment was due 20 days after it was released, and yet 36% of the programs submitted by students either did not work at all, or achieved parallel speedups of 4x or less on in 64-core execution. In 6% of the submissions, parallel speedup was between 4x and 8x, in 3% of submissions it was between 8x and 16x, in 11% of submissions it was between 16x and 24x, in 36% of submissions it was between 24x and 32x, and only 8% of submissions it was above 32x. From these results and from interactions with students, it appears that 36% of the students never got beyond just trying to get the parallel code to work. They were given the serial code when the assignment was released, along with a skeleton parallel version (that creates and joins threads, shows how to use locks and barriers, etc.), so most of the difficulty was in actually parallelizing the code and not in how to use these pthread constructs. Relatively few students achieved scaling higher than 4x but lower than 24x, which suggests that there is a steep learning curve between virtually no scaling and reasonable scaling - once students learn how to improve scaling beyond just a few cores, they usually succeed in improving it significantly.

In this case, speedup of about 24x or better required the students to avoid serialization on locks and to avoid excessive false sharing of array elements. Many initially did all each array update in a critical section, either with a single lock for the entire array or with a separate lock for each element, and both approaches lead to slowdowns relative to serial execution due to lock overheads and serialization (with one lock). Once excessive locking was eliminated, the speedup would be around 6x. False sharing was introduced if students partitioned array elements to threads in particular ways - many chose to assign individual elements round-robin, resulting in a huge increase in false sharing misses and limiting speedups to only 1-3x. Some assigned rows or columns round-robin, leading to significant false sharing and limiting speedups to 8-20x, and most of those that achieved >24x speedups divided the array into blocks. It should be noted here that students were warned about false sharing and given an initial implementation of our coherence miss classification mechanism (i.e. it reports how many false sharing and how many true sharing misses are encountered at each static load/store instruction, which can easily be projected back to the source code using the addr2line tool from the GCC compiler framework), so relatively few students got past he excessive-locking problem and chose not to do something about false sharing. With this in mind, it is somewhat alarming that more than 10% of the students still had false sharing as the dominant scaling limiter.

However, the results of this assignment were also encouraging for in two ways. First, several students managed to get near-linear or even super-linear speedups even for (simulated) 64-core execution. This is encouraging because it shows that a significant fraction of the students can understand and relatively rapidly solve lock-related and cache-miss-related performance problems. Second, it appears that most of the students who achieved relatively good scalability did so by using the cache miss classification tool - many by finding ways to tolerate the excessive simulation time, e.g. by doing other work while waiting for simulations to finish. This seems to suggest that better tools (e.g. hardware support for cache miss classification, as proposed by PI and his collaborators in their recent research publications) can be expected to improve the cache-miss performance debugging process by both 1) making the process less frustrating to those who would have used simulation-based tools to get good results and 2) encourage others (who chose not to use the simulation-based tool) to use the tools and possibly get better results.

5.4 Future Plans and Curricular Constraints

The problem of simulation-induced slowdowns (and the resulting frustratingly-slow program execution when the tool is used) can be somewhat alleviated by omitting some details in the simulation - most of the simulation slowdown, at least in SESC, the simulator that the PI and his students used, is caused by detailed modeling of out-of-order execution in each core. By using simpler (e.g. in-order, or even one-instruction per cycle) core models together with more detailed cache simulation (to accurately classify cache misses and get reasonable estimates of their performance impact), the simulation can be sped up by almost an order of magnitude. This might be sufficient to at least somewhat overcome the problem of giving up on the tool. Additionally, the PI plans to more strongly encourage students to use the tools, at least to diagnose the remaining problems after a potential solution is developed. In the Fall 2009 class, the PI has allowed the use of the tool but has neither encouraged nor discouraged its use - at the time the PI did not know whether the tool would actually be beneficial, compared to simply trying to figure things out without the tool, so he felt that it would not be fair to students to lead them to use a potentially not-so-useful tool. Now that there is at least some evidence of the tool’s benefits, the PI can encourage (but still not require) the students to use the tool.

Unfortunately, teaching assignments in CS at Georgia Tech, like in many other schools, are subject to many constraints in addition to the PI’s wishes. As a result, the PI has not had an opportunity to teach neither CS 2200 nor CS 4290/6290 since Fall 2009. The PI is scheduled to teach CS 4290/6290 in Spring 2013, after the expiration of this project. At that time, the cache miss, load imbalance, and lock contention/overhead tools will all be available for use by students.

6 Conclusions and Current/Future Research Directions

6.1 Publications

The cache miss classification framework was published in Guru Venkataramani’s PhD thesis, and Section 2 largely mirrors the contents of that thesis. The coherence miss classification component of this work was recently also published in ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization (TACO).

The LIME tool for load imbalance analysis and reporting was presented in 2011 at the ACM International conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), a top software engineering conference.
Finally, our lock contention analysis and reporting tool is still work in progress, and we are planning to submit a research paper based on this work to one of the top conferences with upcoming paper submission deadlines: HPCA, ASPLOS, or ISCA.

6.2 Conclusions and Ongoing Work

The tools presented in this report address several major problems in achieving good performance on multi-core processors: excessive cache misses, load imbalance, and lock contention. In all three cases, the existence of the problem is relatively easy to detect, and the challenge lies in how the problem can be reported to programmers in an actionable way, i.e. in a way that suggests which changes in the code can help. Our cache miss classification addresses this problem by identifying the type of misses that are the most detrimental to the application’s performance, so the programmers can use the cache miss reduction approaches suitable for that type: pad shared data to avoid false sharing, reduce communication among threads to avoid true sharing, change the layout or alignment of variables to avoid conflict misses, or improve memory access locality to avoid capacity misses. Our LIME load-imbalance tool provides actionable reporting by pinpointing the line of code where load imbalance is introduced, which leads the programmers directly to what should be done to improve load balance. Finally, our lock contention tool identifies which critical sections may be amenable to finer-grain locking and suggests to the programmer the finer-grain locking approach that is expected to provide the most performance benefit with as little programmer effort as possible.

6.3 Integration of Tools for Cache Miss and Synchronization Limiters

The profiling for all three of our main tools (cache miss, load imbalance, and lock contention) can be used together in a single simulation run, and each tool can then be used to report the results relevant for that limiter. As indicated in Section 4.3, we can also point the programmer in the right direction in terms of which synchronization-related limiter (if any) to try to alleviate. The situation is more difficult for cache misses - while we can report which misses are the dominant ones and what is causing them, we do not have a good way of determining how much of a problem cache misses are in a particular run and how much performance benefit can be expected from fixing them. Our simulator has the ability to attribute stall time (and thus execution time) to cache misses at each level of the hierarchy, but further work is needed to isolate cache misses associated with synchronization waiting. Also, more work is needed to identify interactions between the three types of limiters, e.g. identify the impact that an improvement in load balance would have on lock contention and on miss rates, to identify the impact that lower lock contention would have on load imbalance and cache misses, and to identify the impact that lower miss rates at certain points in the code would have on lock contention and load imbalance.

6.4 Future Research Directions

Our future work in this domain includes further refinement of the reporting tools, e.g. performance projection for potential cache miss reduction approaches, reporting of contention-based limiters (such as unfair bus or cache contention) in LIME, and performance projection for lock-splitting approaches. We are also very interested in pursuing integration of our approaches into production software development tools and environments, such as Intel Parallel Advisor or IBM’s Parallel Environment, Eclipse, etc.

In our lock contention work, another very interesting direction is to create a framework that accurately reports on the tradeoff between locking overheads and lock contention - finer-grain locking can result in more cache pressure (more lock variables) and nested critical sections (when using variables protected by different fine-grain locks), so the best solution performance-wise typically involves very judicious use of fine-grain locking to maximize contention reduction without introducing a lot of new overhead.

Unfortunately, after the expiration of this NSF award and the corresponding SRC contract, the PI has no remaining funding for this line of work, so he is planning to apply for new funding to both NSF and SRC over the next year.
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Final Report

Activities

In the first year of the project, we have performed the following set of activities:

1) Proposed a new, programmer-friendly, definition of what is a false sharing miss, performed a design space exploration for possible approximations of this definition for use in on-line performance counting in future processors, and submitted this work for possible publication in the ACM Transactions on Architecture and Compiler Optimization (TACO) journal.

2) Devised a new automated methodology for more precisely identifying the cause of load imbalance in parallel programs and reporting this cause to programmers. We expect to submit this work for publication in the next few months.

3) Performed an initial qualitative analysis of performance limiters in parallel code written by undergraduate and graduate students, with the goal of both a) trying to identify the key concepts that must be taught to students to improve their ability to effectively solve performance-related problems in parallel code, and 2) identifying the common types of limiters so they can be targeted by tools and techniques we will develop in our research work.

In addition to these research and education activities, the PI has presented the results of our work in the SRC project kick-off meeting and, more recently, at the SRC Annual Contract Review meeting. These presentations have resulted in additional meetings with researchers from Freescale, who have expressed interest in potential applications of our performance debugging methodologies in embedded systems.

In the second year of the project, we have performed the following set of activities:

1) Revised the programmer-friendly definition of true and false sharing misses and the corresponding design space exploration of approximations for use in on-line performance counting in future processors, which has been accepted for publication in the ACM Transactions on Architecture and Compiler Optimization (TACO) journal.

2) Implemented a new automated methodology for pinpointing the cause of load imbalance in parallel programs and reporting this cause to programmers. The portion of this work that deals with work imbalance in the code will be presented in the International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE, this is the top conference in software engineering) in May 2011, and the part on hardware-related causes of imbalance is being prepared for a separate publication.

3) Performed initial examination of causes of lock contention and identified promising approaches to pinpointing and reporting performance limiters related to lock contention.

In addition to these research and education activities, the PI has presented the results of our work in the SRC Annual Contract Review meeting, and has continued interactions with researchers from Intel and Freescale on making this work relevant to real-world problems.
In the third (final) year of the project, we have performed the following set of activities:

1) Developed a simulator-based and pin-based profiling frameworks for reporting lock contention (lock waiting time) in a programmer-friendly way.

2) Developed an automated tool for recommending targeted use of fine-grain locks, along with expected performance improvement from each change.

In addition to these research and education activities, the PI has presented the results of our work in the SRC Annual Contract Review meeting, has continued interactions with researchers from Intel and Freescale on making this work relevant to real-world problems, and has presented this work during visits to two Intel sites (Hudson/Boston and Hillsboro/Portland) and to AMD.